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Purpose of Thesis: 
This project is meant not only to explore the possibilities of genetic problem 
solving, but also how it fits into the more general category of artificial life. Besides 
simply explaining potential theories behind genetic problem solving, this project also 
provides two specific examples. The first is a race of organisms described in detail that 
are genetically designed to play Tic-Tac-Toe. The second is complex enough to require a 
computer simulation to fully understand, and that simulation was created as a large part 
of this project. Documentation is provided for the computer program, as well as a 
detailed account of its functionality. Finally, possibilities for future uses of genetic 
problem solving have been provided, giving possible direction to this new field of study. 
-Scott Lantz 
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Genetic Problem Solving Using 
Artificial Life 
Introduction:: 
Human time is very precious. However, when presented with an objective in 
mathematics, strategy, planning and so on, human time traditionally had to be spent in 
order to solve these problems. But what ifthere was a way to develop solutions to these 
problems without wasting hundreds of man hours? And what if this process yielded 
better solutions in the long run WUŠŸĚhumans are even capable of'? In theory, there is such 
a process. 
I only say 'in theory' because such a process has yet to be commercially 
implemented, but the process is very real indeed. What I hope to demonstrate with this 
project is that problems can be solved with increasingly better solutions with little or no 
human intervention after an initial investment of building the system. 
This can be done by developing artificial life organisms designed to evolve into 
better and better problem solvers. Once humans have developed an environment for 
these organisms (a simulation of the 'problem') and the organisms themselves (the 
'problem solv,ers',) the system can solve itself. It does this by applying genetic principles 
to the problem solving organisms to yield consistently better solutions. Just as biological 
evolution has helped solve the problem "How can organisms better survive on Earth?", 
evolution can be applied to artificial life to solve problems of our own choosing. As I 
hope to demonstrate, establishing such a system takes a large initial human investment, 
but the system will eventually be able to support itself, finding increasingly better 
solutions to the problem for as long as the system is allowed to run. 
I have made every effort to create a linear understanding of artificial life, but 
unfortunately it is impossible to explain anyone concept of the subject without making 
references to another. If you come across a term that is undefined or a premise that 
seems unfounded, just keep reading - all will be explained. 
My only regret with working on this project is that I had to stop somewhere. If! 
had my way, I would continue developing and refining both the ideas and the 
accompanying computer simulation indefinitely. Instead of thinking of this document as 
a final product, I would rather think of it as a milestone of a work-in-progress. I will 
continue to develop both this document as well as the simulation in the years to come. At 
any time, the newest form of this document, the most recent version of my simulation, 
contact information, and related information can be found at 
UWWŮJIIPPŘŘJJĦUŠŨŦJŌĦĦŨŊĦŸĿĲÜÍVÍŸWĹÒŠŨÙȚŸĦUËÜŨĦĚ
I hope this material can serve to motivate you as it has inspired me. I see the 
potentials of genetic problem solving to be both very real and very powerful in our future, 
and I believe that future is coming soon. 
-Scott Lantz 
May 20,1998 
The Definition of Artificial Life: 
In short, there isn't one. Since the term 'artificial life' is used by many scientists 
and mathematicians studying significantly different aspects of genetics, cellular automata 
and macroscopic behavior, there's only one real unifying fact about artificial life. It all in 
some way ŠWWWJŸÜŮWVĚto recreate some simple or complex aspect of life in a mathematical 
or logical way. 
Artificial life is about the simulation oflife. Most of the experts in this rapidly 
growing field share an unparalleled enthusiasm in their attempts to understand the very 
nature of life. To understand what types oflife are possible: To understand what we are 
and where we came from. To see if there's something bigger, or even something smaller. 
Unfortunately, the results of these mathematical theories can only point to what is 
possible in terms oflife; it doesn't necessarily give us answers about our own incarnation 
of it. 
Philosophic implications aside, artificial life has many practical uses. Genetic 
problem solving, for one. Educational genetic demonstrations and experimentation. 
Artificial life has even been used increasingly in video games. However, this paper will 
be specifically concentrated on the possibilities and methods of genetic problem solving. 
Just for background, however, a couple of the other divisions of artificial life will 
be briefly introduced. Cellular automata refers to the examination of spreadsheet-like 
cells which change information based on the rules governing the automata. One of the 
most widely publicized branches of artificial life, cellular automata has attracted virtually 
addictive attention from many mathematicians at many universities. A system referred to 
_. as Conway's game of Life is by far the most well known of these systems, and is 
thoroughly discussed in any comprehensive book on artificial life. (There is no 
relationship to the Milton Bradley board game.) 
Anotht::r facet of Artificial life, macroscopic behavior, was first explored and is 
best explained by Craig Reynolds's program 'Boids'. Reynolds would observe the 
flocking pattern of birds with his friends and speculate as to how difficult it would be to 
simulate. It turned out that there are just three simple rules which birds follow to keep 
themselves in a typical flocking pattern. While macroscopic behavior looks like a chaotic 
process, it is aetually based on rules that are quite simple. Scientists are noting more and 
more that WUŤVĜŸĚcomplex systems can be made by just a few simply rules. More 
information about Craig Reynolds's Boids can be found at http://hmt.com/cwr/. 
The Process of Genetic Problem Solving: 
Genetic: problem solving consists of using automated problem solvers that act 
according to their intuition. The intuition of these artificial life organisms is derived 
solely from their genetic code, as can be illustrated with the example of an organism 
whose only purpose is to play the game Tic-Tac-Toe. 
To design an artificial life organism to play Tic-Tac-Toe, first we'll have to 
design a genetic code and a means for deciphering that genetic code. For such a simple 
game, a decent way of doing this would be for each possible board layout to have a 
correlation to a gene. That gene would then instruct the organism how to react. Since 
there are 19,683 different combinations ofX's, O's, and blank squares in a 3x3 grid, a 
_ sequence of 19,,683 genes would allow an organism to know what to do under any 
conditions. 
-,-
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Assume for a moment you were playing one of these Tic-Tac-Toe-playing 
organisms in a game. You make the first move. You put an 'X' in the center square. 
Now it is the organism's turn. To decide what it is to do, it looks in its genetic code. 
Since there is one gene for each possible board layout, and each gene tells the organism 
where to put its piece, it would consult the gene which tells it what to do when the board 
is empty except for an 'X' in the middle square. Let's say, arbitrarily, that its genetic 
code said to place its piece in the upper-left corner. You would then take your turn, and 
the organism would once again check its code to see what it is going to do. The game 
would carry on until one of the players won or the board was full. 
This may appear to be artificial intelligence, (AI) and in fact could be considered 
an extremely primitive form of it. However, the principles of artificial life are added 
when you implement some way of keeping the genes that promote winning and trashing 
the ones that promote losing. With the way our organisms have been designed, it is easy 
to apply genetic principles and evolutionary forces to do just that. 
Let's say we created 100 of these Tic-Tac-Toe playing organisms. (Called T3 
organisms for brevity's sake.) Instead of taking the time to manually create a winning 
code, (made up of 19,683 distinct instructions,) we will create all genes for these 
organisms at random. The initial batch ofT3 organisms that we create then will appear 
to be acting at random when in truth they are following their set of instructions. Now, 
you must realize that these organisms will not be very good. You wouldn't be very good 
if you were forced to follow a scripted set of instructions that were created at random. 
However, a couple of these organisms will turn out to be a little better than some of the 
others. 
After letting each of them play every other organism, the most fit organisms 
would appear to be those with the highest number of wins. (There are actually several 
reasons why this may not be the case, but generally it turns out to be true.) Those 
organisms which consistently won games probably won them because some of the genes 
correlating to game-deciding plays turned out to be not-so-bad. Since each of the 
organisms were created at random, each of the winning organisms probably also had 
different strengths. To create a superior T3 organism, we need to combine these 
strengths by increasing the number of beneficial genes in its 'DNA'. ('DNA' is in quotes 
because in this instance it is used as a metaphorical reference to DeoxyriboNucleic Acid.) 
We do this by breeding our organisms. Let's say that we single out the 20 
highest-scoring T3 organisms. We would then take two of them at a time and breed a 
new organism by taking, at random, a gene from either the of the parents and putting into 
the ŠŮŮŲŬŮŲÙŠWWŸĚ'slot' in the new organism's DNA. For example, the gene that tells the 
'baby' organism what to do when the board is empty will be exactly what one of its 
parents did when the board was empty. If each of the 20 highest-scoring T3 organisms 
chose and bred with 5 of the other top-20 organisms, we will have a new generation of 
100 organisms. However, this generation should play slightly better than the original 
generation. Many of these organisms will now hold genes which allowed their parents to 
succeed over their peers. If, in the previous generation, one gene proved particularly 
important in TĜŸȘÙTÙŪŦĚif an organism defeated others consistently, that gene will now be 
multiple organisms. That gene could become realistically spread throughout the entire 
population in lless than 7 generations. 
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Since only the organisms which contain the best genes earn breeding rights, the 
best genes are given in abundance to the next generation. As time passes, each 
generation should appear to play Tic-Tac-Toe slightly better than the generation before it. 
While there are many reasons why this may in fact not always be the case, on the whole it 
is. Just as gas prices rise and fall over small periods oftime but consistently increase 
over long periods, so will these organisms get better over time. This is the force of 
evolution. 
After breeding generation after generation of T3 organisms, they should be able to 
beat a small child. Then they should be able to beat a middle-school student. Then you. 
Soon, the only thing to be consistently able to beat one of these organisms will be one of 
its peers. And their evolution will continue as long as you continue the process. While it 
is conceivably possible for a human to master the game of Tic-Tac-Toe, and therefore 
possible to ŮŪŸẂŤŪWĚone of these organisms from being better at it than them, these same 
principles could be applied to more complex game, like chess. Though it would take an 
unfathomably large amount of computational power and storage space to apply the T3 
genetic system to chess, it is conceivably possible. With a game like chess that a human 
cannot master, these organisms would eventually consistently beat all human opponents-
not by thinking, but by following a script forged by evolution. 
However, the T3 system has a lot of problems. It was merely one example of a 
genetic system tailored to a simple game. In truth, not all of the 19,683 genes will ever 
be checked. While there is a gene for all possible combinations of board layouts 
consisting ofX's, O's, and empty squares, not all of the combinations are even possible 
within the confines of the game. For example, the gene asking what to do when the 
board holds an X's will never be relevant in the game of Tic-Tac-Toe. Therefore, that 
gene is merely a waste of space and processing power. It could be considered a 
'dormant' or non-functional gene. Also, though a human player might be beat by one of 
these players initially, the T3 organism will always play the same way. Since the T3 
organism aiw(':rys places pieces the way its genetic code tells it to, a human repeatedly 
playing the same T3 organism could learn to exploit its weakness and anticipate its 
moves. 
There are countless other problems with using the T3 system as an ideal example, 
but it is still a wonderful tool for showing the theory of genetic problem solving. The 
'problem' to be solved is: 'What is a good way to play Tic-Tac-Toe?' An individual T3's 
purpose is not to win at Tic-Tac-Toe; it is merely to play it. The purpose of the 
simulation as a whole (which includes the race ofT3 organisms, the design of their 
genetic code, the circumstances and processes of their breeding, etc.) is to answer the 
question. The: purpose is to find a good way to play Tic-Tac-Toe. The longer the 
simulation runs, the generally better the race will become. As the complexity of the 
system increases, so does the probability for increased ability. 
What is hoped to be conveyed with this project is that serious, complex problems 
can be solved with tailored artificial life organisms using genetic problem solving. Given 
the rate of increase in computer power, these simulations are becoming more and more 
viable for more and more complex problems. 
A Brief History of Real-World Genetic Problem Solving: 
One of the first real-world applications of genetic problem solving was conducted 
by Danny Hillis, who created a race of organisms called' Ramps.' The sole purpose of 
these creatures was to sort 16 numbers in as few exchanges as possible. In the early 
1960' s, computer scientists started tackling the problem of creating efficient algorithms 
for sorting unordered lists of numbers. The first notable algorithm created by a human 
allowed 16 numbers to be sorted from any possible arrangement into order in (at most) 65 
exchanges. In 1962, it was published that 65 exchanges was the best that could be 
developed. However, during the next decade new methods were produced that eventually 
allowed this number to be dropped to 60, a number so low that, as Steven Levy states, the 
algorithm "wa.s elegant enough to arouse suspicion of Faustian dealings." 
During his early experiments, Hillis's organisms developed algorithms taking 
only 65 exchanges, but wouldn't evolve further. However, after developing a better 
evolutionary system, (simulating sexual reproduction and parasite-host relationships,) the 
Ramps evolved such that after just fifteen minutes they could sort the list with a 
maximum of just 62 exchanges. Eventually, he got this number down to 61 exchanges. 
Thinking that the world record was still 62 exchanges, he believed he had, in a short 
amount of time, bred organisms which solved the problem better than any human ever 
had. Even stiB, only one human, after a decade of research, managed to beat what 
Hillis's Ramps did after a short period of automated evolution. 
Keep in mind that Hillis never touched their genetic code once they started 
- running. They started as random collections of instructions. They ended up nearly 
compressing a. decade's worth of research conducted by countless numbers of 
mathematicians into mere hours of processor time. In the end, Hillis was so frustrated to 
find that he had in fact not broken the record that he permanently shelved the project. 
This example of genetic problem solving isn't one of victory, but rather one 
which illustrates how much more efficient the Ramps were at generating solutions than 
humans. Had the Ramps been allowed to continue evolving, they undoubtedly would 
have TÙVȘŬẂŤŪŸTĚhow to solve the problem in 60 exchanges in many less hours than it 
took humans to find the same answer. And who knows? Maybe they could have found 
an even more efficient solution that has managed to elude humans for nearly 30 years 
now. 
Fine-Tuning Evolution 
Hillis encountered something else very profound in his work. His early work 
reached a solution of 65 exchanges, but his later work yielded an even better 61-exchange 
solution. This is because he realized his methods of evolution weren't originally good 
enough. His initial system of evolution provided impressive results, but they could never 
get better than 65. Even though the process of evolution was automated, the process 
itself had to ŞĜŸĚfine-tuned. Hillis utilized the concept of 'genetic landscapes.' Imagine a 
3-dimensional graph, with mountains and valleys and so on. This graph shows all the 
possible genetic performances of a race of organisms in their given task; the higher the 
altitude on the landscape, the better the organisms performed. As a race got better at 
_ performing its task, it would 'climb' one of these mountains. 
What Hillis found is that his ramps were getting better, and thus metaphorically 
climbing up one of these mountains. However, the mountains always turned out to be 
small hills compared to what was possible. His method of evolution was such that his 
organisms lacked the ability to get worse. So when they climbed one of these hills, they 
would under no circumstances climb back down. Thus, despite the fact that greater 
success lie at the top ofa higher mountain, his organisms stayed at the top of their hill. 
Think of these mountains and hills as being approaches to a given problem. 
When the organisms climb to the peak of a hill, they have perfected one particular 
approach to a problem. However, in Hillis's case, there were much higher peaks for his 
Ramps to find and climb and thus better approaches to be taken.. Therefore, he 
introduced sexual reproduction and host-parasite relationships into his system, concepts 
which tend to hurt evolution in the short-term, but boost it in the long-term. 
The parasites Hillis made were much like the ramps themselves, except that they 
scrambled up the numbers to take advantage of the Ramp's weaknesses instead of sorting 
them. They were not parasites in a biological sense of the word, but were created simply 
to make things more difficult for the Ramps. And they did. These new factors pulled the 
Ramps down on the conceptual genetic landscape. However, as the parasites took 
advantage of the Ramp's weaknesses, the Ramps quickly removed those weaknesses. 
Not only did this allow the Ramps to climb higher mountains on the genetic landscape, 
but it also allowed them to find and correct their weaknesses with astonishing speed. 
Remember, in fifteen minutes with these parasites, the system produces far more 
spectacular results than the previous system ever had without them. 
Real-World Applications 
While concepts such as sexual reproduction and parasite-host relationships can be 
widely applied to increase the efficiency of genetic problem solving, each problem also 
requires a large amount of specialization. Using the previous example of Tic-Tac-Toe, 
the entire syst,em could be specialized to create Tic-Tac-Toe playing organisms much 
more efficiently. However, most of those concepts will be limited to the specific 
problem: 'What is a good way to play Tic-Tac-Toe?' and thus couldn't be used for other 
systems. 
This is mentioned because it is necessary to understand that genetic problem 
solving cannot be accomplished effortlessly. Rather, the question to humans working on 
the problem changes from 'How do I solve this problem?' to 'How can I make these 
organisms solve this problem?' Human time is valuable. Once the system for a problem 
is shaped, a computer can indefinitely develop increasingly better solutions with no 
further human intervention, but significant amounts of time are required to develop the 
system in the first place. Once adequate research has been done into genetic problem 
solving, these systems can be generated quickly and cheaply. The terms 'quickly' and 
'cheaply' are used as comparative terms where the comparison is to humans developing 
solutions by traditional means. 
Let's say that you run a huge, multibillion-dollar corporation. Realizing that your 
current method of product distribution is inefficient, you decide we need to reorganize. 
Therefore, your question would be "How do I distribute my product as efficiently and 
quickly as I can?" Traditional problem solving methods involve hiring an array of 
humans to review the problem, apply some research statistics and creative thinking, 
--
improve efficiency enough to cover their bills, and repeat the process again further down 
the road as the circumstances of business and commerce change. 
Imagine, however, if that same firm ignored all human input. Instead, they 
created a computer simulation. This simulation figured in all relevant factors, such as 
how many widgets they sell where and to whom, how much it costs to make and ship 
widgets, etc .. It is the job of the 'player' of this simulation to establish as efficient a 
model of product distribution as possible. However, instead of using people to control 
this simulation, they used artificial life organisms. Just as the T3 organisms 'played' Tic-
Tac-Toe, these organisms would 'play' this simulation. They would unconsciously play 
this game, and the ones which did the best would breed others like them. The same 
forces which were applied to creating an increasingly better Tic-Tac-Toe player or chess 
player can also create increasingly better distribution models. As illustrated in the 
example of the Ramps, raw computer processing power combined with the niching power 
of evolution and genetics can easily outpace human ingenuity. And as the circumstances 
of the real world change, the simulation can be changed as well. The artificial life 
organisms will then continue to dig the most efficient niche possible for whatever 
problem it is that they were designed to solve. 
The real-world applications of these problem-solving methods are limitless. 
Genetic probl'em solving can be applied to virtually any problem that requires a 
procedural or reactive solution. As long as a custom system is developed to deal with 
each individual problem, there is no end in sight: Business models. Military tactics. 
City Planning. Engineering. 
-Implementation 
The accompanying program is used to demonstrate how these systems work. The 
given problem for the computer program is "How do I stay alive as long as possible in 
the given enviironment?" Exactly what the given environment is is explained in the 
instructions for Artificial Life.exe (AI) and can be changed as the user sees fit. It is 
recommended that the document 'Instructions for Artificial.doc' be read through before 
reading further in this document. 
Predictions 
Befom running AI, predictions were made that significant improvements in ages 
would be seen as that program ran. How fast these improvements would occur is 
impossible to gage without actually running the program, but it is assumed that one 
would see certain key genes spreading throughout the population rapidly. For example, 
one should expect to see such genes as "If [Sense Square_Type(3) Within 1 Square(s) 
Straight Ahead] then x% of the time [Tum Left]" and "If [Satiation_Food<x] and [Sense 
Square_Type(4) within 0 Square(s) in y direction] then z% of the time [Eat]" to 
proliferate in the first dozen or so generations. 
Once these sort of 'common sense' genes established a strong foothold in the 
genome, it would be assumed that more complex versions of these genes would trickle in 
as well as more unrelated 'common sense' genes continued to emerge. The predictions 
were that evolution would occur quickly at first, but slow down once the genome 
required mon;: complex genes to be superior to the simple ones which had emerged. It is 
also expected that eventually relationships would form between genes. For example, one 
gene that made the organisms drop a scent near food, and another for detecting that scent 
and heading that direction when it's hungry. Similar relationships could be formed for 
water, energy pills, etc .. 
Results 
Other than very general assumptions, the predictions turned out to be wrong. 
Tests were run on races for roughly 500 generations before the organisms lived so long 
that some were living indefinitely, thereby holding up the program. (A clause has since 
been added to the program that kills organisms once they reach the ripe age of 32000 
'ticks' old.) 
Included in this packet are detailed results of one specific test run for 500 
generations. Most of the results from other tests followed the same sorts of behaviors as 
this one, but some of the other populations experienced dramatic reductions in maximum 
living age at certain points in time, but when looking at the entirety of each race's 
evolutionary histories, all races did exhibit a higher degree of fitness in their 'world' as 
time progressed. 
Al can provide two types of information for the purpose of evaluation. The first is 
a list of the age that each of the 45 organisms in the current generation reached before it 
died. The ŬWUŨŸŲĚis a list of the ten oldest organisms (pre-sorted). The former method 
allows a much more detailed examination of age fluctuations while the latter allows a 
quick analysis of growth which is usually adequately indicative of the whole population's 
--
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fitness. Included are the top ten scores for each of the first 160 generations in a file 
called 'scores.' 
Also, on the disk labeled 'Genetic Code' are complete listings of all 45 
organisms' gc:metic code at various generations. As each generation's code occupies 
roughly 45 pages at the smallest point size, I was unable to print these out. Examination 
of the actual code of the organisms in generation 112 reveal two neighboring genes as 
follows: 
If [Energy>57] & [Energy<37] & [Sense Square_Type (6) Within 4 
Squares to the left] Then 10% of the time [Eat] & [Rest] 
D 
If [Energy>57] & [Energy<37] & [Sense Square_Type (6) Within 4 
Squares to the left] Then 77% of the time [Eat] & [Rest] 
It is bdieved that this phenomenon occurred because of a random number 
generation bug early in the program. When a mutation was supposed to occur, creating a 
random new gene, the same random number seed was used, causing the resulting gene to 
be the same every time. 
The bug was found, but it was interesting that the organisms contained these 
duplicate genes in excess. Some organisms even contained over half of their genes as 
virtual duplicates of each other (some variations occurred due to crossing over.) It is 
important to consider that while this behavior was beyond the control of the organisms, it 
was not beyond their utilization. The organisms would have only adopted so many of 
these duplicate genes if it was in their best interest to do so. Otherwise, such organisms 
would have scored poorly and lost breeding rights. 
In contemplating potential advantages, it was determined that there was no real 
inherent benefit, just an advantage in a comparative sense. If a given generation had 
several genes which actually prevented the organisms from living as long as they could, 
the organisms which replaced these genes with the duplicate gene should live longer. 
Since the gene was already in their DNA once, a duplicate was nothing but a functionally 
dormant gene. After all, a dormant gene is better than a harmful one. And since all of 
the genes were initially created at random, it is easy to see how a large amount of harmful 
genes would need to be eliminated in the population. 
Another unexpected result of the program was the creation of organisms which 
simply would not die. The experiment had to be halted several times, and aborted all 
together near the 500-generation point due to the fact that the organisms were living 
either too long or forever. While it is true that the world given to them to live in was 
filled with life-essential ingredients, it was never predicted that they would learn to 
become immortal so quickly. Thus, they answered the question "How do I stay alive as 
long as possible in the given environment?" quite quickly and quite completely. 
Originally, a room was created where food, water and energy pills were much 
more scarce. Also, a healthy (or rather, unhealthy) amount of electric fences, poison, 
alcohol, etc. were added as well. However, the beneficial substances were simply too 
few and far between for the random-gened organisms. Therefore, the first room was 
replaced with a variation of the one currently used. The first version of the current room 
had six squares of medicine near the top of the screen. Medicine originally gave the 
consuming organism 20 health points and 10 units of food. However, when an organism 
in only the 30 generation had learned to simply sit still and indefinitely eat medicine, it 
-. 
was realized that medicine was too powerful of a Square_Type to be included in the 
simulation. Thus medicine was removed and the room currently included with the 
program was created. 
It is important to realize that since there is only one room currently available in 
the program, the organisms are actually evolving to live longer in that specific room. For 
example, while technically that medicine-eating organism was by definition a 'perfect' 
organism for that environment, he was completely helpless in any room without 
medicine. Even the organisms which evolved to move back and forth between food and 
water would be caught off-guard if the food and water were moved to different relative 
locations or were made harder to find. These organisms were bred to live in a Gaia. If 
placed in a different environment, different skills would be rewarded. 
Therefore, to breed a generation of well-rounded organisms, one would have to 
either breed them in a well-rounded room, or breed them for a while in one environment 
until desired behaviors emerge. Then they would have to be placed in another 
environment that stressed different skills more heavily while still giving some preference 
to previously developed skills. Easing the organisms into fitness like this should work 
considerably faster than simply putting them in a well-rounded room, as it 'teaches' them 
individual lessons while making sure they remember old ones. Such concepts can be 
used to teach artificial life organisms to solve real world problems quickly. 
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The above works are listed in descending order of usefulness. Steven Levy's 
book "Artificial Life" cannot be recommended enough as it is highly informational and 
moderately technical, but accessible and understandable by anyone. 
Each of the preceding documentslbooks contributed to the writing of this paper 
and learning of the topic. As no class for this topic exists, all knowledge on this ropic 
was acquired through reading resources. There are additional books used, but they were 
returned to the:ir respective libraries long before the writing of this paper. "Wired" has 
had its fair share of articles published about artificial life. This is where the excitement 
for this project began. Since then, numerous books and magazines have been read, 
countless numbers of web sites perused, and a good deal of artificial life computer 
programs have: been used. 
-Instr'uctions for Artificial Life.exe 
Main Screen 
When the main screen is first loaded, Artificial_Life.exe (AL) will automatically 
create a new generation of 45 organisms with random genetic code. The Generation 
counter will automatically be set to one, and the Race Name and Bred By name will be 
set to their respective default values. 
Please note that this program is a little slow sometimes. Please be patient as there 
is a vast amount of mathematics and computation going on under the surface. The most 
time-intensive: activities are starting and exiting the program and auto-breeding a new 
generation. That latter is by far the most time-intensive activity, so please be patient. 
From the main menu, you will be given the following choices. 
-Create New Population 
-Save Population 
-Load Population 
-Save Generation to Text File 
-View Population's Genetic Code 
-Auto Breed New Generation 
-Manually Breed New Generation 
-Edit Race Information 
-Exit 
Create New Population 
When you click on 'Create New Population,' you are asked to confirm the action. 
If you choose to confirm, the current generation of organisms in memory will be 
permanently e:rased. If you want to keep the generation, first save it. 
After you confirm, 45 new organisms will be created with a fresh, random genetic 
code and iC bored sequence. 
Save Population 
You v.ill be presented with a window asking what directory and filename you 
want to save your generation in. From this window, you can change directories, view 
existing files, and create new directories. Ifthere is already a file of the name you enter, 
it will write over the existing file. You may want to edit the race information before you 
save so that the race is appropriately labeled. 
Load Population 
When you load a generation, you will be given a window much like the' Save 
Population' window. Click on the file you wish to open and select 'Open.' Doing this 
will erase the current generation in memory just as clicking on 'Create New Population.' 
.-
Save Generation to Text File 
Selecting this option will save the entire generation's genetic code to a text file. 
You will be presented with a window asking what directory and filename you want to 
save your text file as. From this window, you can change directories, view existing files, 
and create new directories. If there is already a file of the name you enter, it will write 
over the existing file. 
NOTE: You cannot load a generation from these files. This option is simply 
used to extract data from the program in a readable text format. 
NOTE: If you want to print a generation, use this option then double-click on the 
resulting file icon in Windows 95. Click on the 'Eile' menu option and select ',erint'. If 
you want to print less than all of the organisms, you can copy the file, delete the ones you 
don't want, and print the remaining organisms. 
View Population's Genetic Code 
This option will take you to a window allowing you to view the genetic code of 
all 45 organisms in the current generation in readable form. Only one organism will be 
displayed at a time. To view a different organism, click on the up-and-down-arrows to 
scroll through the list of organisms. If you wish to print this information, use the 'Save 
Generation to Text File' and print out the resulting text file. 
Auto Breed Generation 
By far the most complicated of the options, Auto Breed is also the very core of 
ĻŲWÙȚÙȘÙŠŨŚÒÙȚĜĴŸĦŤẄŤĦĚ When you first click on the Auto Breed Generation button, a window 
pops up containing the 'room' the organisms carry out their lives in, a statistics panel and 
a commands panel. 
The 'room' itself is only used to show where the organism is and what's it's 
doing. It has no direct, interactive function with the user. 
The statistics panel also is only provided for informational purposes, and has no 
direct functionality. All statistics on this panel reflect the organism's current statistics, 
but for some reason Visual Basic 5.0 does not update labels as long as it is processing 
something. Therefore, the statistics only update when the program pauses for some 
reason. You can make the program pause after every action by clicking the 'Pause 
Between Actions' button, explained below. 
The remaining panel, Commands, lets you set various options affecting how the 
auto breeding works. Please note that these options cannot be changed while a 
generation is breeding. Only when the program is NOT currently running a generation of 
organisms can you change them. Thus, if 'Pause Between Actions' is checked when you 
start breeding, it will stop after EVERY action taken in that entire generation (which can 
become quite annoying.) 
Auto-Control: This option is not available to normal users. When unchecked, it 
allows the user to control the organism with the deactivated control 
buttons at the bottom of the Commands panel. Although deactivated in 
the compiled version, it is a necessary tool for debugging purposes. 
Breed Indefinitely: This option allows the program to continue breeding once it 
has started as long as the generation number remains below 32,767. This 
is the option which will allow the program to breed massive amounts of 
generations over time. The program will pause briefly (5 seconds) 
between generations to allow you to stop the breeding process. It is 
advised that if you use this mode, make sure both GŸŠẀVŤGĚoptions are 
turned off as it would defeat the purpose of quick, unsupervised breeding. 
If this box is NOT checked, you must press the 'Start Auto Breed' button 
at the bottom of the window at the beginning of every generation. 
Pause Between Organisms: This option makes the program pause whenever an 
organism dies. This is useful if you want to examine the statistics of the 
organism when its health reaches o. 
Pause Between Actions: This option make the program pause after every action 
the organism takes. It is not necessary to have the 'Pause Between 
Organisms' button checked if this button is checked. This option is useful 
if you want to observe, step-by-step, what exactly the organisms are doing. 
Note, however, that if a single result is executed that has multiple steps, 
the program will only pause after all steps in that result have been 
executed. Therefore, it is not uncommon to actually have an organism 
execute up to 3 steps between pauses. This option is not advised for 
normal breeding as it is very time-consuming. 
Put Scores in Text Box: If this option is checked, the final score of every 
organism is put in the text box in the Statistics Panel. Also, after the 
organisms are sorted from oldest to youngest, if this checkbox is selected, 
a list of the 10 highest-scoring organisms is put in the text box. This can 
be used to calculate roughly how successful the most successful organisms 
in a generation are. 
Manually Breed New Generation 
This option allows you to manually breed a new generation. This should only be 
used if you know what you are doing and have a specific goal in mind. It should be noted 
that using this option removes the integrity of the evolutionary process. If you are doing 
any research which requires that the evolutionary process remains pure, DO NOT USE 
THIS OPTION. 
To manually breed a new generation, you need to breed a full set of 45 children 
from the initial generation. You can have no more than 45 children when you are done, 
and no less. 
To breed an individual child organism, select the parents using the Parent Picker 
and click on 'Breed'. The resulting child will be shown in the 'New Child' text box in 
the bottom-right-hand comer of the window. If you wish to keep that child, select 'Add 
to Generation.·' If you wish to replace that child, simply breed another child. That child 
will then appear in the 'New Child' text box for you to keep or replace. As you add 
children to the new generation, you may browse through the new generation using the 
New Generation Browser which works just like the Parent Picker. 
If you wish to clone an organism, make sure both parents are set to the same 
organism. When you clone an organism, there is still a chance of mutation. 
Once you have created 45 child organisms, click on 'Exit' to exit. If at any time 
you wish to abort the process, click on 'Cancel.' 
Edit Race Information 
This option allows you to change the race's name and the name of who it was 
bred by. 
Exit 
When you want to exit Artificial_Life.exe click on the 'Exit' button. Any 
generation cUlTentiy in memory will be lost, so make sure you save your generation if 
you want to keep it. 
-. 
A.rtificial_Life.exe Concepts 
Breeding 
When two organisms are bred, either by manual or automatic breeding, they 
produce a child with an equal amount of genes. For each gene location (1-25), there is an 
80% chance that the gene will come intact from either its mother or its father. 
There is a 15% chance of the gene being the subj ect of' crossing over.' In terms 
of this program, this means that the gene will include the condition of one parent's gene 
with the result of the other. The percent modifier comes from a random parent. 
There is also a 5% chance that the gene is 'mutated.' In terms of this program, 
this means that the gene is taken from neither of its parents and is instead created 
randomly from scratch. 
Future of Artificial Life.exe 
I will continue to work on this program long after I leave Ball State University. 
While the system included in the current version of Artificial_Life.exe is more than 
adequate to illustrate key concepts, there is certainly much room for improvement. 
Eventually, I plan to distribute Artificial_ Life.exe as freeware, including with it all 
information as to its academic history. Following are some of the features I hope to add 
in the near future: 
Customizable Icons: 
This will allow the user to change the icons used for all Square_Types, as well as 
the icons used for the organisms themselves. 
Adjustable :Mutation/Crossing-Over Rates: 
This will allow the user to modify the rate at which mutation, crossing-over, and 
any other ŞŲŤĜŸTÙŪŦĚvariations I create occurs. 
New Breeding Variations: 
Whereas the only breeding variations now are normal, mutation, and crossing-
over, I hope to add actual mutation (changing of the gene) in addition to the current 
method of mutation. Other variations will be added as I discover them. 
Multiple Auto Breeding Rooms: 
While currently there is only one room available for auto breeding, I will soon be 
adding a function allowing the user to select from multiple rooms. 
Customized Auto Breeding Rooms: 
A simple sister-program will be created to allow users to make their own rooms in 
which auto ŞȚWŸŤTÙŪŦĚtakes place. While the current default (and only available) room is 
set to 'teach' organisms to eat, drink, rest, and avoid fences, electric fences and poison, 
other rooms could be created to take advantage of more advanced concepts, and therefore 
'teach' the organisms more advanced behaviors. 
Step-by-Step Analysis of Organisms: 
When added, this will allow the user to watch the organisms live step-by-step to 
see which genes are used and how often. While it is now possible to watch them live 
step-by-step, you cannot actually see why it did what it did (i.e. what gene it used or if it 
was just bored). 
Higher Maximum Generation: 
When enabled, Artificial_Life.exe will be able to accommodate races up to 
2,147,483,647 generations old as opposed to just 32,767 generations old. 
-
Invisible Auto Breeding: 
When enabled, the most time-consuming process of auto breeding, screen 
updating, will be removed. This should allow evolution to occur much more quickly in 
comparison to the current speed, but at the cost of not being able to visibly watch the 
organisms ŨÙẂŨŸĦĚ
Manual Gene Builder: 
This will allow the user to manually build genes and manipulate Ie Bored 
sequences. 
Spreadsheet .and Database Support: 
Being able to quickly output data to a spreadsheet-compliant file will allow quick 
analysis ŬȚWUĜŸĚdata, (such as charts and graphs) by using a program such as Excel. Also, 
massive data farming would be possible with the help of Visual Fox Pro or Access. 
A More Detailed World: 
I'd also like to soon add more Square_Types and more criteria of life. Possibly 
introduce such concepts as memory, predators, parasites, and/or communal living and a 
better rendition of sexual reproduction. Incorporating any of these concepts should add a 
lot of versatility to the system. 
Run for X Gcmerations: 
This would allow the user to set a fixed amount of generations for the program to 
run. 
On-Line Hell): 
Help would be available when it is needed, and Tips of the Day and Tool Tips 
will be added. 
--
Age: 
Artificial_ Life.exe Glossary 
This statistic represents how many 'Ticks' an organism has lived. The older an 
organism lived, the more successful it is to be considered. Breeding rights are 
given lto the 10 oldest organisms in each generation. In the event of a tie, it is 
arbitrarily determined who of the tying organisms earns breeding rights as a side-
effect to the sorting algorithm. Therefore, it is functionally random which of the 
tying organisms get to breed. 
Bred By: 
This field contains the name of the person who bred the current race. This is for 
aesthetic and identification purposes only and has no mathematical bearing on the 
project as a whole. 
Clause: 
Clauses are the building blocks of conditions. Clauses are the individual 
statements which must be true in order for the gene's result to be carried out. 
Clauses are written such that each one is enclosed in [square brackets]. Following 
is a list of all possible clauses. (Variables are denoted in parentheses.) 
Hungry: [Satiation_Food«x)] 
Thirsty: 
Sense: 
x=O .. lOO 
[Satiation_ Water«x)] 
x = 0 .. 100 
[Sense (x) within (y) squares in (z) direction] 
x = Some Type of Square_Type 
y = 0 . .4 
z = Some Direction 
Poor Health: [Health«x)] 
x=O .. lOO 
Healthy: 
Tired: 
Smell: 
[Health>(x)] 
x = 0 .. 100 
[Energy« x)] 
x=O .. lOO 
[Smell (x) within (y) squares in (z) direction] 
x = Some Specific Scent (1..3) or Any Scent (0) 
y= 0 . .4 
z = Some Direction 
--
Energetic: [Energy>( x)] 
x = 0 .. 100 
Condition: 
A Condition is the first part of a Gene. A Condition consists of between 1 and 3 
ĿŨŠẀVỲŸVĚinclusively. If all Clauses in the Condition are true, then the Gene's 
Result is executed. The following is an example of a Condition: 
If [Smell Any Scent 1 Square Straight Ahead] & 
[Satiation_Food<94] 
Direction: 
Gene: 
A MÙŪŸȘWÙŬŪĚis represented inside the program by a number from 1 to 4. 1 is 
straight. 2 is right. 3 is reverse. 4 is left. Straight is not an option in determining 
which direction to tum. 
A ŦŤÜŸĚconsists of a condition, a percent, and a result. The following is an 
example of a gene: 
If [Sense Square_Type (10) Within 2 Squares to the 
left] Then 88% of the time [Drop Scent Type 3] & 
[Eat] & [Eat] 
Generation: 
A Generation consists of a set of 45 'brother and sister' organisms. Generation is 
also a number associated with a race to denote how many times that race has bred 
since it was randomly created. Once a race reaches its 32,767th generation, it will 
no longer be able to breed without causing an error. 
Organism: 
An organism consists of the following traits: 
DNA: A collection of 25 Genes. 
Age: Starting at 0, this represents how many 'ticks' the organisms has lived 
during auto-breeding 
Satiation_Food: Starting at 100, this represents how much food the organism has 
in it. Satiation_Food decreases by 1 point per 'tick.' 
Satiation_Water: Starting at 100, this represents how much water the organism 
has in it. Satiation_Water decreases by 2 points per 'tick.' 
Energy: Starting at 100, this represents how much energy the organism has 
--
-
Race: 
left. The organism regains energy at 4 points per 'tick,' minus the cost of 
the activity they are engaging in. Moving is currently the only activity 
which reduces an organism's energy by more than 4 points per tick. 
Health: Starting at 100, this is the measure of how healthy the organisms is. If this 
reaches 0, the organism dies. If any of the organism's other traits reach ° 
and continue to be drained, those points come from the health statistic 
instead. Therefore, it is important that an organism maintains enough 
food, water and energy as to avoid losing health. 
ICBored: If, during any given tick, none of the conditions in the organism's 
DNA are met, then the organism will do something according to his 
IC Bored instructions. There are currently seven things an organism can 
do when bored, and each has a percentage probability attached to it. A 
random number is chosen and referenced on the IC Bored table, which 
tells the organism what to do. 
A Race is a collection of 45 organisms. While a generation represents one set of 
45 'brothers and sisters,' Race is a conceptual term referring to a collection of 45 
organisms that change over time. Thus, if you created 45 new organisms, and let 
them breed over many generations, they would still be the same race. This 
program, however, only holds one generation in memory at one time. The race 
'object' in memory not only holds the current generation, but also the Race Name 
and who the race was Bred By. 
Race Name: 
Room: 
This field contains the name of the current race. This is for aesthetic and 
identification purposes only and has no mathematical bearing on the project as a 
whole. 
A Room is where a generation of organisms are put to the test in Auto Breed 
mode. Rooms are 16x 16 square grids which contain such items as food, water, 
fences, etc. 
Scents: 
Scents are dropped by an organism if that instruction is part of a result of a gene 
whose conditions and percent are satisfied. Scents appear to be a red, blue, or 
green line on the screen in the square they're dropped in. If a scent is dropped in 
a square, it does not change the Square_Type of the square. Instead, the scent of 
the square is there in addition to whatever the Square_Type is. There are three 
scent types, 1 through 3. In the smell clause, if the scent number is listed as 0, 
that means that clause is true if ANY scent type is detected. 
Square _ ØXŮĜGŸJĚ
_ Step: 
The Square_Type is the type of any specific one of the 256 squares in the auto-
breeding room. Square_Types are used in sensing, and consist of the following 
types: 
1 - Ground' 
2 - Fence 
3 - Electric Fence 
4 - Food 
5 - Medicine 
6 - Energy Pill 
7 - Water 
8 - Fountain of Youth 
9 - Alcohol 
10 - Poison 
11 - Walls (Fence or Electric Fence) 
12 - Edibles(Food, Medicine or Energy Pill) 
13 - Liquids(Water, Fountain of Youth, Alcohol or Poison) 
Steps are the building blocks ofResuIts. If a gene's entire condition is tested to 
be WŲẀŤŸHĚand that gene's percent is higher than a randomly-determined number 
from 0 to 99 (inclusive), then each of the individual Steps in that gene's Result are 
executed in order. Steps are written such that each one is enclosed in [square 
brackets]. Following is a list of all possible steps and their energy costs pertick. 
(Variables are denoted in parentheses.) 
Eat: Attempt to eat any edible items in square. [2] 
Drink: Attempt to drink any liquid items in square. [2] 
Rest: Sit still and gain back some energy. [0] 
Tum: Turns left, right, or around. [3] 
Move: Moves (x) squares forward. [8 for each square moved] 
x= 1..4 
Drop Scent: Drops scent type (x) in the current square. [2] 
x= 1..3 
-Tick: 
A tick is a unit of time that occurs in the auto-breed process. While an organism 
is being run, it follows a specific process. First, it runs through its DNA to see if 
any ofthe conditions are met. If a condition is met and the percent in the same 
gene is higher than a randomly-determined number between ° and 99 (inclusive), 
then the result is executed. If not, then the organism reacts according to his 
If Bored statistic. Therefore, each tick, the organism will do something, even if it 
just rests. All of the organism's statistics are then adjusted according to what it 
did that turn. 
Variables: 
Variables are the changing factors in Clauses and Steps. They are randomly 
detemlined when the Gene is create and are never changed. Thus, if when a 
'Tired' Clause is created, x is chosen to be 40, then that specific Clause will 
always remain [Energy<40]. 
Generati.on #1: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 234 
Organism #2's l\ge: 205 
Organism #3's Age: 200 
Organism #4's Age: 176 
Organism #5's Age: 167 
Organism #6's Age: 164 
Organism #7's Age: 162 
Organism #8's Age: 161 
Organism # 9' s Age: 159 
Organism #10's Age: 150 
Generation W2: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 284 
Organism #2's .z\ge: 209 
Organism #3's Age: 200 
Organism #4's Age: 172 
Organism #5's Age: 156 
Organism #6's Age: 150 
Organism #7' s Age: 142 
Organism #8's Age: 141 
Organism #9's Age: 132 
Organism #10' s Age: 132 
Generation #3: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 363 
Organism #2's Age: 219 
Organism #3's Age: 215 
Organism #4's Age: 194 
-
Organism #5's Age: 190 
Organism #6's Age: 189 
Organism #7's Age: 178 
Organism #8's Age: 168 
Organism #9's Age: 163 
Organism #10's Age: :57 
Generation #4 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 312 
Organism #2'5 .z\ge: 255 
Organisrrc #3's Age: 246 
OrganiSITl #4's Age: 233 
Organism #5's Age: 218 
Organism #6's Age: 217 
Organism #7's Age: 215 
Organism #8's Age: 212 
Organisrr #9's Age: 210 
Organisrr #10's Age: 200 
Generation #5: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #I's Age: 295 
Organism #2's Age: 292 
Organism #3's Age: 273 
Organism #4's Age: 264 
Organism #5's Age: 260 
Organism #6' s Age: 251 
Organism #7's Age: 237 
Organism #8's Age: 224 
Organism # 9' s Age: 224 
Organism #10's Age: 223 
Generati::m #6: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn #l's Age: 368 
Organism #2's Age: 320 
Organism #3's Age: 307 
Organism #4's Age: 272 
Organism #5's Age: 265 
Organism #6's Age: 237 
Organism #7's Age: 233 
Organism #8's Age: 227 
Organism # 9' s Age: 223 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŲŸĚ #10'" Age: 222 
Generation #7: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 697 
Organism #2's Age: 6 '7 
Organism #3's Age: 571 
Organism #4's Age: 411 
Organism #5's Age: 329 
Organism #6's Age: 314 
Organism #7's Age: 303 
Organism #8's Age: 298 
Organism #9's Age: 296 
Organism #10's Age: 282 
Generat'Lon #8: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 498 
Organism #2's Age: 436 
Organism #3's Age: 383 
Organism #4's Age: 373 
Organism #5's Age: 352 
-
Organism #6's Age: 325 
OrganisM #7's Age: Tc 7 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŲŸĚ#8's Age: 252 
Organism # 9' s Age: 223 
Organism #10'" Age: 223 
Generat'-on #9 : 
TOP 10 SCORES; 
Organism #l's Age: 359 
Organism #2's Age: 340 
Organism #3's Age: 327 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŲŸĚ#4's Age: 318 
Organisro #5's Age: 297 
Organisn #6's Age: 257 
Organisn #7's ,1\ge: 255 
Organism #8's Age: 233 
Organism #9's Age: 216 
Organism #l;]' ŸĨĚ Age: 215 
Generatj.on #1 (): 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 451 
Organism #2's Age: 376 
Organism #3's Age: 358 
Organism #4's ,1\ge: 318 
Organism #5's Age: 310 
Organism #6's Age: 309 
Organism #7's Age: 309 
Organism #8's Age: 276 
Organism #9's Age: 275 
Organism #10' E: Age: 270 
Generat.Lon #11: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 464 
Organism #2's l\ge: 445 
Organism #3's Age: 363 
Organism #4's Age: 350 
Organism #5's Age: 261 
Organism #6's Age: 239 
Organism #7's Age: 225 
Organism #8's Age: 225 
Organism # 9' s Age: 224 
Organism #10';3 Jl.ge: 22:1. 
GeneratIon # 1:2 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 496 
Organism #2's Age: 488 
Organism #3's Age: 475 
Organism #4's Age: 456 
Organism #5's Age: 405 
Organism #6's l\ge: 378 
Organism #7's Age: 311 
Organism #8's Age: 281 
Organism # 9' s Age: 271 
Organism #lO's Age: 247 
Generat:lon #13: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 465 
Organism #2's Age: 400 
.- Organism #3's Age: 393 
Organism #4's Age: 347 
Organism #5's Age: 343 
Organism #6's Age: 319 
Organism #7's Age: 279 
Organism #8's Age: 275 
Organism #9's Age: 261 
Organisn #10' s Age: 257 
Generation #14: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 530 
Organism #2's Age: 430 
Organism #3's Age: 400 
Organism #4's Age: 396 
Organism #5's Age: 345 
Organism #6's Age: 338 
Organism #7's Age: 311 
Organism #8's Age: 304 
Organism #9's Age: 272 
Organism #10'8 Age: 270 
Generation #1:': 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 492 
Organism #2's Age: 472 
Organisrr, #3'8 Age: 438 
Organism #4's Age: 412 
Organism #5's Age: 385 
Organisrr #6's Age: 333 
Organisrr #7's Age: 330 
Organism #8's Age: 315 
Organism # 9' s Age: 311 
Organism #10's Age: 289 
Generat.Lon #16: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organist!' #l's Age: 671 
Organism #2's Age: 621 
Organism #3's Age: 616 
Organism #4's Age: 614 
Organism #5's Age: 478 
Organism #6's Age: 425 
Organism #7's Age: 424 
Organism #8's Age: 416 
Organism #9's Age: 382 
Organism #10'.3 Age: 374 
GeneratLon #17: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 602 
Organism #2's Age: 546 
Organism #3's Age: 458 
Organism #4's Age: 450 
Organism #5's .l\ge: 444 
Organism #6's .l\ge: 406 
Organism #7's Age: 4:]5 
Organism #8's Age: 397 
Organism #9's Age: 387 
Organ::'sm #10'8 Age: 371 
Ger.erat.Lon #1:3 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 659 
Organism #2's Age: 610 
Organism #3's Age: 505 
-
Organism #4's Age: 472 
Organism #5's Age: 443 
Organism #6's Age: 420 
Organism #7's Age: 373 
Organism #8's Age: 373 
Organism #9'8 Age: 371 
Organism #10':0 Age: 365 
GeneraL.on #1'l : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 791 
Organisrr: #2':0 Age: 577 
Organisn #3's Age: 565 
Organisn #4's Age: 516 
OrganisT1 #5's Age: 422 
Organism #6's Age: 413 
Organism #7's Age: 396 
Organism #8's Age: 392 
Organism #9'8 Age: 380 
Organism #10's Age: 379 
Generation #2C1: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn, #l's Age: 761 
Organism #2's Age: 626 
Organism #3's Age: 485 
Organism #4's Age: 455 
Organism #5's Age: 443 
Organism #6's Age: 370 
Organism #7's Age: 366 
Organism #8's Age: 357 
Organism #9's l\ge: 351 
Organism #10' s Age: 347 
Generation #21: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 757 
Organism #2's Age: 564 
Organism #3's Age: 535 
Organism #4's Age: 428 
Organism #5's Age: 422 
Organism #6's Age: 387 
Organism #7's Age: 383 
Organism #8's Age: 379 
Organism #9's Age: 375 
Organism #10'3 Age: 365 
Generation #22: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 546 
Organism #2's Age: 512 
Organism #3's Age: 497 
Organism #4's Age: 491 
Organism #5's Age: 443 
Organism #6's Age: 414 
Organism #7's Age: 408 
Organism #8's Age: 369 
Organism # 9' s Age: 365 
Organism #10'3 Age: 361 
Generation #23: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1069 
Organism #2's Age: 493 
Organism #3's Age: 478 
Organism #4's l\ge: 474 
-, Organisrc #5'8 Age: 423 
Organism #6's Age: 379 
Organism #7's Age: 379 
Organism #8's Age: 371 
Organism # 9' s Age: 367 
Organism ĔŸÕGVĚAge: 366 
ŇŤŪŤŲŠWŸŬŪĚ #24: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 598 
Organism #2's Age: 577 
Organism #3's Age: 450 
Organi Sf" #4's Age: 416 
Organism #5's Age: 392 
Organism #6's Age: 380 
Organism #7's Age: 380 
OrganiSE', #8's Age: 378 
Organisn #9's Age: 377 
Organisn #10'8 Age: 372 
Generation #2b: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 626 
Organism #2's Age: 611 
Organism #3's Age: 461 
Organism #4's Age: 460 
Organism #5's Age: 447 
Organism #6's Age: 436 
Organism #7's F.ge: 410 
Organism #8's Age: 385 
Organism # 9' s Age: 373 
Organism #10's Age: 348 
-, 
Generation #26: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 661 
Organism #2's Age: 494 
Organism #3's Age: 400 
Organism #4's Age: 355 
Organism #5's Age: 353 
Organism #6's Age: 306 
Organism #7's Age: 303 
Organism #8's Age: 301 
Organism #9' s Age: 287 
Organism #10' E: Age: 284 
Generation ĔÎŸGĚ: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 678 
Organism #2's Age: 641 
Organism #3's Age: 589 
Organism #4's Age: 471 
Organism #5's Age: 438 
Organism #6's Age: 433 
Organism #7's Age: 418 
Organism #8's Age: 396 
Organism # 9' s Age: 354 
Organism #10's Age: 353 
Generation #2ti: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 671 
Organism #2's Age: 660 
Organism #3's Age: 550 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVŪJĚ#4's Age: 498 
Organism #5's Age: 446 
Organism #6's Age: 429 
Organisn; #7's Age: 425 
Organism #8's Age: 400 
Organism #9's Age: 393 
Organism #10' E: Age: 357 
Generation #2 Cj: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 564 
Organism #2's l'.ge: 562 
Organism #3's Age: 552 
Organism #4's l'.ge: 429 
Organism #5's Age: 427 
Organis:n #6's Age: 375 
Organism #7's Age: 372 
Organism #8's Age: 358 
Organism #9's Age: 354 
Organism #10'5 Age: 354 
Generation #3C1: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 606 
Organism #2's Age: 481 
Organism #3's ,z\ge: 480 
Organisrr. #4's Age: 467 
Organisrr, #5's Age: 456 
Organism #6's Age: 398 
Organism #7's Age: 385 
Organism #8's Age: 368 
Organism # 9' s l'.ge: 351 
Organisrr #10's Age: 332 
,- Generation #31: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸÍĚ#l's Age: 618 
Organism #2's Age: 5:2 
Organism #3'5 Age: 494 
Organism #4's Age: 456 
Organism #5's Age: 427 
Organism #6'8 Age: 391 
Organism #7'8 Age: 384 
ÕŲŦŠÒÙVŸŨĚ#8's Age: 384 
Organism #9's ?ge: 38: 
Organism #lC's Age: 378 
Generati.on #3:' : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn #1'8 Age: 479 
Organisn #2's Age: 413 
Organi8r1 #3'8 Age: 391 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸĮÜĚ#4's Age: 380 
Organisrr-\ #5'8 Age: 367 
Organisrr. #6's Age: 354 
Organisr:, #7's Age: 350 
Organisrr, #8's Age: 349 
Organis,,_ #9's Age: 348 
Organisrr. #10's Age: 344 
Ger:eration #33: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisrr. #l's Age: 555 
Organisrr, #2'8 Age: 548 
Organisf:i #3'8 Age: 437 
Organism #4' s Age: 434 
Organism #5'8 Age: 390 
Organisrr. #6'8 Age: 382 
-
Organisr:-. #7's Age: 371 
Organisrr. #8's Age: 368 
Organisrc. #9's Age: 363 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVŪĚ#10' s Age: 333 
Generation #34: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi8n #l's Age: 450 
Organisn #2's Age: 441 
Organisn #3's Age: 39l 
OrganiSJ11 #4's Age: 390 
Organism #5'8 Age: 376 
Organism #6'8 ?ge: 375 
Orgar.ism #7'8 Age: 371 
OrgaLism #8's Age: 344 
Organism # 9' s Age: 341 
Organism #10'" Age: 333 
Generation ĔĨŸHĚ: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 640 
Organism #2's Age: 632 
Organism #3's Age: 484 
Organism #4's Age: 476 
Organisnc #5'5 Age: 432 
Organism #6's Age: 413 
Organism #7's Age: 378 
Organism #8's Age: 375 
Organism #9's Age: 374 
OrgaLis:n #18 I E; Age: 373 
Generation #36: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 573 
-
Organism #2's Age: 553 
Organism #3's Age: 509 
Organism #4's l\ge: 493 
Organism #5's Age: 441 
Organism #6's Age: 430 
Organisn: #7' s Age: 416 
Organism #8's Age: 410 
Organism # 9' s Age: 386 
Organism #10's Age: 371 
Generation ĔĨŸGĚ: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1019 
Organism #2's Age: 509 
Organism #3's .I\ge: 465 
Organism #4's .I\ge: 444 
Organism #5's Age: 422 
Organi sn: #6's Age: 390 
Organism #7' s Age: 389 
Organisn: #8's Age: 362 
Organism #9's Age: 362 
Organi sn: #10's "".ge: 352 
Generation #3[1 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn: #l's Age: 493 
Organism #2's Age: 445 
Organism #3's Age: 431 
Organism #4's Age: 401 
Organism #5's Age: 382 
Organism #6's Age: 360 
Organism #7's Age: 342 
-
Organism #8's "".ge: 342 
Organism # 9' s Age: 313 
Organism #10'·::; Age: 302 
Generation #39: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 867 
Organism #2's Age: 769 
Organism #3's Age: 667 
Organisr:1 #4's Age: 521 
Organism #5's Age: 508 
Organism #6's Age: 490 
Organism #7's Age: 462 
Organism #8's Age: 418 
Organism # 9' s Age: 414 
OrganiStL #10' s Age: 382 
Generation #40: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisrn #l's Age: 641 
Organisrr. #2's Age: 510 
Organisrr #3's Age: 489 
Organism #4's Age: 4' ŸĚ
Organism #5's Age: 385 
Organism #6's Age: 374 
Organism #7's Age: 372 
Organisrc #8's Age: 365 
Organism # 9' s Age: 344 
Organism #10's Age: 343 
Generation #41: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 559 
Organism #2's Age: 520 
Organ sm #3's Age: 388 
Organ 8m #4's Age: 375 
Organ sm #5's l\ge: 362 
Organism #6's Age: 358 
Organism #7's Age: 342 
Organism #8's Age: 328 
OrgaClism #9's Age: 320 
Organism #10's Age: 315 
Generation # 4;': 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 879 
Organism #2's Age: 592 
Organism #3's Age: 548 
Orgar.ism #4's Age: 542 
Orgar:ism #5'3 Age: 540 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸÍĚ#6's Age: 518 
Organism #7'3 Age: 447 
Organism #8's Age: 447 
Organism #9's Age: 418 
Organism #lD's Age: 356 
Generation #43: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn #l's ll.ge: 1001 
Organisn #2's Age: 509 
Organisn #3's ll.ge: 491 
Organisn #4's Age: 469 
Organisn #5's ll.ge: 453 
Organisn #6's Age: 425 
Organisn #7's Age: 405 
Organisn #8's Age: 402 
-
Organisn # 9' s ll.ge: 395 
Organisn #10'0; Age: 389 
Generation #44: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 577 
Organism #2'0; Age: 537 
Organism #3's Age: 469 
Organio;m #4's Age: 364 
Organism #5'0; Age: 351 
Organism #6's Age: 336 
Organio;m #7's Age: 321 
Organism #8's Age: 319 
Organism #9' s Age: 316 
Organism #10's Age: 313 
ŇŤŪŤŲŠWÚŸŬŪĚ # ÏŸĴĚ: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 1028 
Organism #2's Age: 726 
Organism #3's Age: 589 
Organism #4's Age: 470 
Organism #5's Age: 456 
Organism #6's Age: 406 
Organism #7' s Age: 400 
Organism #8's Age: 395 
Organism # 9' s ll.ge: 391 
Organism #10' '" Age: 384 
Generation #46: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
-
Organism #1's Age: 681 
Organism #2's Age: 610 
Organism #3's Age: 577 
-Organism #4'3 Age: 543 
Organism #5's Age: 5' ŸĚŸ
Organism #6's Age: 415 
Organism #7's Age: 392 
Organism #8's Age: 374 
Organism #9's Age: 369 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸŨĚ #., III c' ..I.. v .. ) Age: 323 
Generati.on #4 -': 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
OrganisDl #l's l',ge: 1038 
Organisn #2's Age: 718 
OrganiSl'l #3's Age: 546 
Organism #4's Age: 475 
Organisn #5's Age: 447 
Organism #6's Age: 404 
Organism #7's Age: 347 
Organisn #8's l',ge: 318 
Organism #9's Age: 314 
Organism #10's Age: 308 
Generati.on #4(3: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1008 
Organism #2's Age: 60: 
Organism #3's Age: 583 
Organism #4's l',ge: 569 
Organism #5's Age: 473 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸŨĚ #6's Age: 458 
Organism #7's Age: 452 
Organism #8's Age: 444 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸŨĚ#9's Age: 369 
-
Organism #10'" Age: 351 
Ge:.erati.on #49: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1004 
Organism #2'" Age: 945 
Organisn #3'" Age: 868 
Organism #4's Age: 712 
Organism #5's Age: 531 
Organism #6's Age: 510 
Organism #7's Age: 474 
Organism #8's Age: 448 
Organism # 9' s Age: 422 
Organism #10'8 Age: 418 
Gerceration #5C) : 
TOP 10 E:CORES: 
Organism ĔŸŅŐĚAge: 1011 
Organism #2's Age: 782 
Organism #3's Age: 598 
Organism #4's Age: 538 
Organism #5's Age: 530 
Organism #6's Age: 491 
Orga:.ism #7's Age: 475 
Organism #8's Age: 470 
Organism # 9' s Age: 450 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVŲŲĦĚ #10' s Age: 442 
Generation #51: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisrr #l's Age: 1027 
Organism #2'5 Age: 766 
Organism #3's Age: 697 
Organism #4's Age: 657 
-
Organ sm #5's Age: 624 
Organ sm #6's Age: 624 
Organ SOl #7's Age: 577 
Organ sm #8's Age: 558 
Organ sm #9's Age: 411 
Organism #10'8 Age: 404 
Generation #52: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1018 
Organism #2's Age: 1015 
Organism #3's Age: 1008 
Organism #4's Age: 844 
Organism #5's Age: 678 
Organism #6's Age: 668 
Organism #7's Age: 658 
Organism #8's Age: 532 
Orgar::ism #9's Age: 516 
Organism #:0 I s Age: 510 
Generat:_on #53: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 944 
Organism #2'5 Age: ĮĪŸĚ
OrganiS"' #3's Age: 753 
Organism #4's Jl.ge: 708 
OrganiS"' #5's Age: 705 
Organism #6's Age: 694 
Organism #7's Age: 655 
Organism #8's Age: 577 
Orgar::ism # 9' s Age: 573 
Organism #10'13 Age: 565 
-
Generati_on #54: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Orgar::ism #l's Age: 1013 
Organism #2's Age: 857 
Orgar::ism #3's Age: 759 
Orgar;ism #4's Age: 648 
Organism #5's Age: 640 
Organism #6's Age: 623 
Organism #7's Age: 501 
Organism #8's Age: 466 
Organism #9' s Age: 422 
Organism #10'8 Age: 405 
Gene,:'atioE ĔĪŸÙĚ: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 901 
Organism #2's Age: 843 
Organism #3's Age: 834 
Organism #4's l\ge: 735 
Organisn: #5's Age: 680 
Organism #6's Age: 673 
Organism #7's Age: 649 
Organism #8's Age: 604 
Organism # 9' s Age: 55:2. 
Organism #:O's Age: 546 
Generation #56: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Orga:1ism #l's Age: 1032 
Organism #2's Age: 975 
Organism #3's Age: 947 
-
Organism #4's Age: 796 
Organi8lT_ #5's Age: 732 
Organism #6's Age: 638 
-Organism #7 's Age: 581 
Organism #8's Age: 433 
Organism #9's Age: 415 
Organism #10',; Age: 414 
ŇŤŪŤŲŠWÚŸŬŪĚ # c -,. ," . 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn #l's Age: 867 
Organisf1 #2's Age: 821 
Organisn #3's Age: 712 
Organisn #4 's Age: 661 
Organisn #5's Age: 445 
OrganiS[:'i #6's Age: 436 
OrganisD. #7 ' s Age: 411 
Organism #8's Age: 394 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVŲȘŸĚ #9's Age: 335 
Organ':sf:. ŸÍĚ()I<::o nr,':;;;' • 318 ,,--'-'--' u , •• -::J-...... 
GeEeration #5tJ: 
TOP 10 SCOP.ES: 
Organisf:: #1 ' s .n.ge: 1005 
Organism #2' s ?ge: 502 
Organism #3's n,--,-.c:. • '196 "'::::.1'-'. 
Organi Sf:': #1 , s .n.ge: ŸŐŲÍĚ
Organisrc #5';; .!\ge: --:16 
Organisr:': #6's ,n,ge: ·111 
Organism ĔŸĚ, s .n.ge: 389 
ÕŲŦĨŪÙVŲJĤŸĚ ĔŬHŸĚI V ..=. P·.ge: 3·19 
Organisrr: #Q'c }\ge: ĨŸĬĚ
ÕŲŦĨĦŪÙVŲJŸĚ #10 ŅŸĴĚ Age: ŸĲĮĚ
ŇŤŪŤŲŠWŸŬŪĚ #59: 
- TOP 10 SCOEES: 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙĦĨŲJŸĚ #1 1 S Age: 583 
Org,:misr1 #::' 's TI.r<r. • 551 .... ':J=. 
Org3nisn #3'8 ,".ge: 5" 
Org3.niSf'l # 1 's 1'.r<--. • 5:7 ĦĤĤĤĤĦGJJJŊŸĚ • 
Organisr, ĔȘĦËŸĚv ŸĚ 1\r-rr.. 199 ..... ':::J""'. 
Organisr-, #6':;; Ag8: 166 
OrganisT1 #7 , s Age: -152 
Org3nisf1 #8's 1'.rfr> 0 ·128 ..-.':::.l<:.... 
Org3nisf1 #9's Age: ·119 
Org3nisf1 #: ÕGŸĴĚ Age: 366 
Gener3.t:.on #6(): 
TOP 10 ŐĿÕNNŐŸĚ
Organism #1 , s Age: 1022 
Organism #2 's li.ge! 78-1 
Orgar,i 8r1 #3'8 ,".g8: 6:7 
Organism #1 , s Ag2: 6:5 
O.::ganism #5's Age: 593 
O:-ganism #6':; 1\ . .-,......., ŸĚ 592 GKLGGJJĴÚĶŸĚ
Organism #7 , s Ag8: 5"Q 
Organism #8's ,".ge: ·'126 
Org:mism # 9' s 7\.-,,-, • 100 '-''::::j'''' • 
Organism #10' ::: Age: 100 
Gener3tion #61 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1 ' s ÍŘŲȚŸGĚ lOl3 '---"':j"" 
Organism #2 , 8 7\"...."". 1009 -"-'::leo 
Organism #3 's 1\ r<r. • 8'11 '---"':j=' 
Orga"ism #1 ' s 1\r<r-,. 765 ..... ":;:j= • 
-
Orga"ism #5'8 Age: 758 
Organism #6's n ............. 715 ŲŸGJÚȘĚ• 
Org:mism #! , s ,".ge: 688 
-ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸĚ#8's Age: 618 
Org3.nism #9'8 .n.ge: 578 
Org3.nism ĔŸŇŅÎĚAge: 501 
Generaticn #62: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Org3.nism # I' oS Age: 979 
ÕŲŦŠŸÙVẄĚ#2'8 Age: 699 
Org2nism #3'8 Jl.gG: 615 
Org3.nis:r: #'-;".s Age: 536 
Orgar,ism #5's Age: 530 
Organism #6'3 Age: 171 
Org3.nisrr: #7's 
Organisrr: 
Organisrr: 
Orgar:.i.srr 
#8's Age: 
#9'3 Age: 
#' '1':;. Age: 
Gener3t2-Cn #63: 
TOP :1.0 SCORES: 
Organisrr #: , s ÍŘŸHĤĦHĦĚ.L"l.:jC;. 
Organisrr #2 , S nrf'-". '---"'::::j<;:;. 
Orgcir.isrr #3 , s Age: 
Organisrr #1 , s 71,.-.,.,-.,. ŸGÚŸĚ
Organisrr # 5' s AgE?: 
Org3.nisrr #6 , s AgE?: 
ÕŲŦŸŨŪÙVÜĚ #7 , s 1\,-,-,-.,. .-----':1 0 • 
Org3nisrcc #B , S 1\,.....-.. 
.L"l.':1"" 
Org3nisrcc ĔŬGŸĚ n,....,-.,. ŲŸGJJÍGĿĚ • 
O:-ganisrcc # 1 () I ŸĚ..J..V ..0; Age: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Org3nism #1 , s 1\,......,.....,. 
'---"'::l=' 
Organism #2's p.ge: 
OrganisIT #3's .n.ge: 
Organ=-srr, #1 , s Age: 
ÕŲŸŠŪĶĤŇŅØHĚ #5's Age: 
Organism #6's ]\ge: 
Organism #7 , s Age: 
ÕŲŦĨĦŪÙVŸĚ #f"s .".ge: 
Organi.s:n # 9 '.3 n ... ,....,. '---":jC. 
Org3.nism #' Ii I ŸĚ 71,.....,...,. r.y= • 
Generation #65: 
TOP 10 ŐĿÕŸŚNŐJĚ
Orga:lism #1 , s .I\ge: 
Organism #2',s Age: 
Organism #3's Age: 
Orga,-,isIT. #1 , s I'.ge: 
Org3.nism #5's Age: 
Org3.nism #6'8 p.,ge: 
Org3.nism #7 , 8 I\ge: 
Org3.r.ism #8 ' 8 ŅŘŸŸĦĚ':1"'" 
Org3.,-,ism #9's 7\,--""". ""l.':;j""'. 
Org3.Clism #10'8 .I\ge: 
GenGl:'3.ti::;n #66: 
TOP 10 S(::ORES: 
Orgdnism #l's .o.ge: 
Org3.nis,n #2's 1\,.,. ...... "':1'0..: • 
ÕŲŦGÜÙVŸĚ#3'8 .o,ge: 
Org3.,-,ism #1 ' s HŸĦŦŇĚ: 
Orgcmism ĔŸGŸĚ }\ge: 
Organisr:1 #6's ;".g2: 
Ol:']3nism #7 , s l':i.ge: 
Organi SIT. #8'8 ,;'J.gc: 
111 
318 
311 
319 
1007 
957 
937 
907 
825 
651 
ĬŸİĚ
ĬŸĿĚ
601 
51 1 
735 
6° P 
671 
669 
532 
116 
132 
123 
122 
102 
1012 
777 
68: 
531 
553 
ĪŸİĚ
185 
182 
389 
366 
1039 
756 
713 
703 
6 7 6 
668 
591 
5(;2 
--.. 
ÕŲŦĨŪÙĨŸĚ#9'3 Age: 113 
Organism #10':: P.g8: 1°1::: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisrr, #1' s aS6 
Organism ĔGĞGŸĚ l'.ge: 6 00 
Org3.nisrn #3'8 .n..ge: 68! 
Org3nism #1' s ]:\g8: 557 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŲŲŸĚ #5'8 LD.g8: 531 
Org:mism #6's l'.ge: 525 
Organisrr: #"7' C' 1'\g8: ŸĚC 1 
OrganisrT', #8' G I\ge: 377 
Organisrr: #OIC' 1\.g8: 313 
OrganisIT. ĔŨŬŲŸĚAge: 331 
Ger:eratio:t #6E: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Org:misrr. #1' sAge: 625 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸĚ#2's Age: 579 
Organism #3'8 Age: 512 
Organism #1's Age: 511 
Organisrr: #5' sAge: 177 
OrganisTr. #6's l'.ge: 163 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVÜĚ#ire< Age: 121 
Organism #8's Age: 111 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŲŲŸĚ #9'8 ,n.g8: 382 
Organisrr: ĔÍÌGŸĚAge: 36Q 
GeDcrat:"cn #69: 
TOP 10 SCOP.ES: 
Orgar:isrr #1'8 Age: 816 
Org3r:isrr #2 I sAge: 665 
OrganisIT ĔŸŅĿGĚ Age: 619 
Org3nisrr #1's 560 
Organisrr #5'2 Age: 551 
Organism #6'5 Age: 533 
01::"ga:Jisr:l #7's 
ÕJĤŦĨJÍÙĦVŸĚ #8's 
n..,.,....,. 
r-l.'::j'-' 
l'.ge: 
371 
368 
O:-g3nism #9'8 J:l,.ge: 362 
Organism #10's Age: 313 
Generatio:1 #70: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 582 
Org3nism ĔÌGŸĚAge: 181 
ÕŲŦŠŲŸÙVJŪĚ #3':; .7\g2: 1:0 
Organism #1':; Ago: 166 
Organism ĔŸGŸĚAge: 133 
Organism #6' s ;t\.ge: 1:1 
Org3nism #7'c Age: 392 
ÕŸŦŠŸÙVÜĚ#8's Age: 315 
Or:pnism #9's .''.ge: 315 
Organism #1n's Age: 326 
GeLsrati::;D #71: 
TOP 1 c: S':OP.ES: 
Organi sm # 1 HŸĚ O,ge: 1021 
Org3nism ĔGĞGŸĚ Age: 10C:9 
Organism #3's Age: 565 
Organism #1's .".ge: 532 
Organisrr. #5'8 .n,ge: 
Organism #6's Age: 
Organism #7's Age: 
121 
107 
Org3nism #8' s }\]e: 1 ÕŸĚ
Organism ĔŌGŸĚAge: 399 
ŸĚ Or:-ganisrn #10'E Age: 396 
TOP 10 8CORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 
Organism #01 e Age: 
Organism #3's Age: 
ÕŲŦÎŸÙVÜĚ#Are Age: 
Organism #5's Age: 
Organism #6's Age: 
Organism #7'S Age: 
OrganiSTIl #e's Age: 
Organism #9's Age: 
Organism #10's Age: 
Ger:Gratio:-. #73: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVŸĚ#2's Age: 
Organism #3's Age: 
Organism #1's Age: 
Organism #5's Age: 
Organism '6's Age: 
Organism #7's Age: 
Organism #8's 1\ge: 
Organism #a'e Age: 
Organism #lO'c Agc: 
Generation ĔJŸJĚ
TOP 10 SCOPES: 
Organism #l's 1\ge: 
Organlsn, ĔŸHŸĚ1\g£: 
ÕŲŦŸÜÙVÜĚ#3's ,".ge: 
1013 
511 
509 
167 
132 
ĨİŸĚ
368 
336 
327 
312 
787 
637 
563 
519 
ŸĮĮĚ
ŸÎĪĚ
116 
3: 9 
359 
315 
1005 
682 
661 
Organisn;. #1 's J\.gc: 121 
Organism #5's P,g£: 119 
Org3n:.sn;. #6 1 0 ]:\gc: 36'7 
Organism #7' s ,".ge: 321 
ÕŲŦĨŪÙVŪŸĚ#8's .l\ge: 321 
ÕŲŦĨŪÙVŪŸĚ #9'5 1\ge: 317 
Organism 'lO'c Age: 315 
Generatio:J #7b: 
TO? 10 SCOPE8: 
Organism #l's Age: 871 
Organism #2's P,ge: 693 
Organi3m #3'5 Age: 582 
Organism #1'5 Age: 511 
Organism #5's Agc: 529 
Organism #6'8 Age: 18 7 
Organism #7'8 Age: 172 
Organism #8's Age: 151 
Orgar.ism #9'5 Age: 350 
Organism #10':;: .Il,QB: 317 
GGneration #76: 
TOP 1 0 ŸJĿGÕNNŐJĚ
Organism #l's Age: 
Or-ganism #2's Pl.ge: 
Organism #3's ,".gc: 
Org::mi sm # A HŸĚ 1\ge: 
Organism #5's Age: 
Organism #6's Age: 
Organism ĔİGŸĚAge: 
Organism #8's Agc: 
Organism .o'c Agc: 
Organisrr flO's Age: 
981 
901 
818 
716 
531 
129 
117 
393 
385 
G8n8L3.tior. #7/: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
ÕŲŦŸŲJÙVÜĚ #1 ' s .".ge: 708 
ÕŲŦŸŲJÙŐJÍÍĚ #2 , s ."ge: 676 
ÕŲŦŸŲĦŨVJŪĚ ÚÖGŸĚŸĚ ."ge: 613 
ÕŲŦŸŲJÙVÜĚ # 1 ' s Age: 593 
ÕŲŦŸŲJÙŐJÍÍĚ #c' .... ŸĚ ŸĚ ."ge: 559 
Organism #6's }\gc: 552 
Org3r.is:n #7 , s }\ge: 5::::8 
Org3nis:n ĔŌGŸĚ ."ge: 181 
Org3r.is:11 ĔŬGŸĚ TI,....ro.. 163 ":1 c.. • 
Org3nism #10 ' ::0: }\ge: 138 
Gener3ticn #7e: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Org3nism #l 's .'\ge: 61 7 
Organism ĔGĞGŸĚŸĚ ŸĚ ,'\ge: 556 
Orgar:ism ĔŸGĚŸĚ ,l\;P2 : 515 
Organism #1 ' G ."ge: 525 
Org3nis:11 #5's .'\ge: 19l 
Org3nism #6's Age: 1 13 
Organism #7 , s J\ge: 136 
Organism #8's ĻŸŸGĚ:1<.::;. 135 
Organism # 9' s P,ge: l' --:J, 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙVÜĚ#1 C I ŸKĚ .1\ge: 108 
Generaticn #79: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙŐJÍÍĚ #" HŸĚŸĚ ŸĚ Age: 696 
Org3nism ĔGĞGŸĚ Age: 57 5 
-
Org3nis:11 ĔŸGŸĚŸĚ ŸĚ ."ge: 195 
Org3r:is:n #1 ' s ĻŸŸGĚHHŸĦ 177 
Org2Lis:n #5's Age: 136 
ÕŲŦŸŲĦÙVJŪĚ #6's 1\ge: 105 
Organism #7 ' s 1\.g8 : 396 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙVÜĚ #8 , s Age: 395 
OrganiGTIl ĔŠGŸĚ1\ge: 391 
Org3nism #10' c: l\ge: 388 
Ger.e:::-a':ior. #8C1: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1 , 8 ."ge: 1 020 
Org:mi 8m ĔGĞGŸĚ ."ge: 1 01 ,; 
Organi srr: #3's n"',....,. 80: .---,.,::.1=. 
Organism #' , s .'\ge: 130 , , 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙĦVŲŲŸĚ #5'3 l'.ge: ŸĚ11 
Org:misrr #6's ,n.g8: 139 
Organ::"zm #7 's ."'.ge: 110 
Organisrr: #8's .'\ge: 391 
Organism #0' ŸĚ n"' ....... 353 ,-.::!<=:. 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙVŲŲJĚ #' ('0' r ..... v c n,-..,...... 311 ŸĤĤĤĒGJÍĚ \... • 
Gener3ticn #81: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
OrganiGf:'1 #' HŸĚ,--,-- 0..0 ."ge: 912 
01::"ganism ĔGĞGŸĚ Age: 777 
Organism #3's .l\ge: 719 
Organism #1 , s .".ge: 736 
Org a n ŸĚ:;rr, #5's ."'.ge: 599 
Org3nism #6'8 ĻŸŸGĚHHŸĦ 587 
Orgailism #7 IS .'\ge: 586 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙVÜĚ#8's .'\ge: 112 
-
Organism #9's ."ge: 135 
Orgar:ism #10's .'\ge: 111 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Orgc::.nism ĔĒŸĚAge: 968 
ÕŲŦŠŸÙVŸĚĔŸŲȘĚAge: 757 
Org3.r:i.s:n #3'8 J\;c: E89 
Organism #1's Age: 613 
Org3nism 
Organism 
Organism 
Organism 
#5's 
#6's )\.ge: 
ĔHGŸĚ
#8's 
1'.g2: 
n"" ..... • 
'-'':::Ie;; • 
=63 
535 
513 
155 
Organism ĔŠGŸĚAge: 109 
Organisn; #10'c Age: 387 
GE:nercttion #83: 
TOP 10 SCOP.ES: 
0r-93:11.sm #' I,,::, Age: 
OrganiSM ĔĹGŸĚAge: 
1011 
lOCH 
O::::-ga:J.isr1 #3 I s 1'-,.912: 817 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸŨĚ #1',s ĦŸŦŤJĚ 82-9 
O::::-g3nisI;1 #1:; r <": 
Organism #E's 
Orgdnisr;1 #7 IS 
Organism #S's 
Orgar:ism #9's 
]\ .. gc: 
.1\g2 : 
1\,....,.,-... 
"':::le.o 
.. n.ge: 
G2:1eraticn #8 /[: 
TOP ŸÕĚ SCORES: 
:60 
681 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸHĚ#"c Age: 957 
Organism ĔÌGŸĚAge: 916 
Orgar:ism ĔĨGŸĚ ,n.ge: 967 
ŸĦĚ ÕŲŦŠŲĦÙVŸÍĚ #1' 10 .n.ge: '01 
Orgar:ism #5'8 Age: 665 
Organism #6's Age: 589 
Orgar:ism ĔİŲŸĚAge: 580 
Organism #S's Age: 560 
-
O::::-Qar:iS!il # a I c J\ge: 536 
ÕŲŦŠŲJÙVŸĚ #:C'!; Age: 528 
TOP 10 SCOEES: 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙŸÜĚ#l's Age: 
Organism #2'3 Age: 
ÕŲŦĨŪÙŸÜĚ#3'G AgG: 
Organism #1's Age: 
Organism #5's Age: 
Orgdnism #-6'.:; J\gc: 
Orgdnism #7 I::; 14.']8: 
Org:mism #8's .n.g<2: 
Orgdnism #9'G Age: 
Organism 'lO'G Agg: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
1029 
1003 
961 
830 
6'8 
5-15 
529 
511 
466 
458 
Org:tniGm #1 'G .l\gG! 1005 
OrgdniGm #2' G .n.'JG: 999 
OrgdniGm #3';:; AgG: 743 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙŇÜĚ #4';:; Agg: 706 
OrgdnL:;m #5' G ll,::JG: 681 
Organism '6's Agg: 65 7 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙŇÜĚ#7'G Age: 427 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙŇŪŨĚ #8'G Aga: 391 
ÕŲŦŸŪÙVÜĚ#9's AgQ: 389 
OrgdniGTIl #10';.;: lXgg: 3 7 9 
GGncr.=ltion #8/: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Orgcmi,;n; #l , ;:; l\ge: 792 
Organi.sn", #2'5 n ...... =- • 702 • '':i'---
Org:miGm #3'.5 P,ge: 615 
Org:miGm #4 , 5 Tl. • ..,.= • 614 1 ''::j'--'9 
Org:mi5m #5's Age: 577 
Orga:-,iGm #6 1 5 T!..-r=. • 551 "'::::1--.. 
Organism #7 , s P,ge: 495 
Org:miGrl #8':::; n . ......,...", • 4 93 "''::1'--_ 
Organism #9'5 l\ge: 444 
Organi5m # 10'.:::; n . ..,.= • 399 "''::1''-9 
Scncr::ltion #80: 
TOP 1C SCORES: 
Organism #1 , 5 1\ge: 931 
Orga"i5f1 #2'5 T!..-r= • 600 
"':1'-" 
Orgar,i5f1 #3'5 n.,"""",,,," • 532 
'.1';1'-'" 
Organi5D #4 '5 Tl..ry= • 499 
"':t'-' ° 
Organi5f1 #5';:; A<;!e: 488 
Organi5f1 #6'5 ŪĦHĦĦĦHĦŸĚ.• 46: "'=''-0 
Org:mi5f1 #7 '.s P,ge: 444 
Organi.:::;n #8 'e; 1\ge: 426 
Organi5D # 9' 5 P,ge: 4') c. 
Organi.5f:1 #10' " 1\ge: 4°"":l 
Gencr<:1tion #89: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Org2lni5fCi #1 , ;:; P,ge: 1041 
Org:mi;:;rc, ft2's l\ge: lC26 
Org21ni;:;rc, it3'5 P"lge: 1018 
Org2lni;:;r:\ 114 , ;:; l\ge: 990 
-
Org<:lni.3rn itS's P,ge: 655 
Org21ni;:;n #6'5 l\ge: 443 
Organi;:;r:, #7 , ;:; P,ge: 438 
Organi;:;n #8'5 l\ge: 434 
Org21ni;:;m it9';:; P,ge: 413 
Org21ni;:;rc, #10' :; n."",", • 389 
"':;:1'--
Generation #90: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi5rc, U ':; Age: 829 
Org3niGfl #2 
' .5 Age: 764 
Organi.sD it3':; l\ge: 760 
OrganiGn #4 '5 1\ge: 757 
Organi.:;n #5';:; Age: 551 
Org21ni;:;n #6's l\ge: 549 
OrganiGr1 #7 , :; P,ge: 504 
OrqZini.::;m #8'::; l\:;]c: 484 
Org;:mi;:;m #9';:; P,ge: 406 
Org;::r,i;:;o1 #' ," .. 
-'--'-' .. J }\gc: 384 
GCrlcr2ttion # 9,: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
OrganiGn1 #1 ':; P,ge: 1033 
OrgClnisn #2 ';:; n . ......-"'" • 686 ŸĚ ŸGJĦŨĚ \..... • 
Organism ĔKHŸĚHŸĚ ŸĚ Age: 662 
Organi.::;m #4 , 0; Age: 595 
Org21ni::;m #5'0:; P,ge: .594 
Org21nism #6'::; 1\gc: 593 
Organism #7 , ;:; P,ge: 557 
Org<1n.::c. ::;n"L #8';:; l\ge: 5'0 
Organi;:;m #9';:; }\gc: 5(1') 
Org;::ni;:;m #10' c; }\ge: 487 
- GenQration # 9::: 
TOP 10 SC:ORES: 
Org;mism H , G P,ge: 706 
Organism #2'5 n.-<r> • 665 ŸĦĒĦŸHĤ . 
Organism #3'5 ŨŘĦŦŸĚ: 6 00 
Organism #4 ' .5 l\ge: 616 
Org3.ni511l #5'5 l\gc: 600 
Orgar,i5TIl #6',s l\ge: 595 
Or,]ZlniGm #7 , 5 Age: 554 
Org:lniGm #8's n.,.,....". • 4 98 "':1'-'-
Org:3n:'.sm #9'5 }\ge: 436 
ÕŲŦJÜŸĪÜĚ#' n 1..-. n.",...". • 435 r --'-'- ,,-' HŸŸGĤGĚ. 
Gcncro.tion #93: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisrl H ' s Age: 1019 
Org<1niGIil #2'::; n.-<.Q • 864 1 ŸGJJJJĦŨĚ '- • 
Organism ĔŸGŸĚJ ŸĚ T\ge: 734 
Organi5m #4 , 
" 
P .. gC! 637 
Organism #5'5 ,n .. ge: 574 
Orgo.n.iGn1 #6'" l\ge: 502 
Org;:mi5n1 #7 , s Age: 498 
ÕŲŦĨĦŪÙVŸ·HĚ H8 
' .5 l\ge: 467 
Org3.ni"m # 9' 5 P,ge: 444 
Org3.ni"m 1+::' 0 1 ŸJĴĚ n.-...-. • 443 ''-':::l'--
GeEer.:ltj.on jfo.! • t ŊŸWĚ • 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi5n #1'5 P,ge: 651 
Org21niGD. #2 's l\ge: 640 
Org.:lniGril #3's Age: 626 
Organi5fO #4 ' G n.",=. • 582 ,,':::.!,-, 
Org<:lnism it5'5 P,ge: 549 
-
Org=mi5rc, #6'.:; l\ge: 542 
ÕŲŦGŨŪŸŇȚĿGĚ it7 , s l\ge: 516 
Organ:".sr:: #8',::; ,n'9c : 511 
Organi5rn it 9'" .".ge: 498 
OrganiGriL #10's n . .-,.c. • 483 .I.,':! ....... 
Gencr()t:'on # 95: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1 , 5 }\ge: 1048 
Organ:'5ri, #2'.:; P,ge: 1032 
Org=mi"rc. #3'5 }\ge: 1004 
OrganiGfii #4 , 
" 
n.'"T=' • 8::19 "':::1,,--, 
Organi5rc, #5'" }\ge: 760 
ÕŲŦKJŨŪŸVŪĚ #6'::; }\ge: 703 
OrgZlni.sm #7 's Age: 636 
Org.3ni5r:"L #8 's n . ...,"'" • 619 1 ŸGĶGĚ....... 
Org<:lni"n #9'5 P.ge: 590 
Org<.1ni.sn # 1 0' ŸĨĚ PI-gc: 529 
Generation #96: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Orgar,i.5n #1 , s n.",= • 748 "';;1-....... 
Org.3ni.sn #2'5 Age: 710 
OrganiGm #3'5 Age: 609 
Org3.ni5m #4 ' s l\ge: 566 
Orqanism #5' 5 l\.ge: 564 
Org<:lni::;m #6'::; l\ge: 550 
Organicm n '::; ÖŸŦŤĚ: 536 
OrganiGm #8 'G l\ge: 499 
Organism # 9' s P,-ge: 467 
Org=miGm -ftlO' [3 l\ge: 465 
-
Generation # 97: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
.- OrgC1ni.e;m #' '.e; n ........ '" • 1024 HŸĚ , ŸGJJÍĒĒĒĚ • 
Organic-m #'""'" ,7\g" : 708 
OrgZlni5m #3's n.'""'<"" • 0,27 "'::1,-, 
Org<Jni5n1 #4 's n ..... ""'. 598 • '':J'-" 
Organism #5'::; ,n,g": 564 
Organism #6's Age: 555 
Organi5n', #7 , s l\ge: 540 
Org:misn1 #8's l\ge: 519 
Organism # 9' s P,ge: 581 
Organism #10'D .'\g" : 4 98 
Gencr;)tior. +I 90: 
TOP l() SCORES: 
Organise, #1 's P,ge: 948 
Organism #'")1..,. ŸĚ ŸĚ P.ge: 919 
Organi.5rn #3 '5 l\ge: 593 
Org:mism H ' 5 Ag": 549 
OrgaEi5nt #5 '5 n ........ "'" • 533 • ŸGJJŨĚ '- • 
Organism #6's l\ge: 510 
Organism. #7 , s n ...... =. 483 1,':j'-_ 
Organism #8 , 5 P,ge: 483 
Organi.sIn #9' s n.",,,,,, • 470 "':::;1,-, 
Organism #10 I::; P,ge: 399 
ŇŤŪŤŲŸWÙŬŪĚ #99: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisrn #1 ' s ,'\g" : 801 
Organism #2 ' s p.ge: 645 
Organism #3'5 P,ge: 534 
Organis", #4 ' 5 Age: 528 
Orgar"ism #5' G n . ....,."'" • 508 
"':;1'--
Organism #6' s Ag" : 496 
-
Organism #7 
' " 
n.", ..... 483 "''::;1,-, 
OrganiGm #8 
' " 
.. n,ge: 474 
OrgC1nism #9' s l\g" : 453 
Organism ff 1 0' ŸĴĚ p.ge: 447 
Generc.tior. fflOO: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi5ITl #1 's n . ......,..=. 1031 "'':::1,-, 
Orgar,ism #2'5 l\ge: 1008 
Organism #3'5 n.---.-"" • 1004 "':;1'--
OrganiGn1 #4 
' .5 Ag" : 978 
Org:Jni:.:an #5'5 P,gc.: 847 
OlCganisnl #6 I S n.",,,,,, • 826 "''::1'--
Organism n ' s n.-.= , 756 1 ''::j'-' , 
Organism #8' s P,ge: 701 
Organi::"nL #9' s P,gc: 656 
Org:mi sn; #10' ,:; I'\ge: 639 
Gener::ltion offlO::": 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1'" P,ge: 982 
Org.:1ni.sm H2'.s ,n,ge: 766 
OlCgC1niGn1 #3'.s ,'\g e : 754 
OrgC1nisITl #4 ' s Age: 650 
Or-;rani.::;m #5's l\ge: 556 
Organism #6 I G n.---.-=. 526 1 ŸGJJŊĚ>...- • 
Organi5rrt #7 's P,gc: 495 
Organis", ĔŌGŸĚ}\g" : 474 
OlCgClnism 11 9' 5 }\g" : 473 
Organism #10'.:: P,gc: 469 
ŇŤŪŤŲĜŶWÙŬŸĚ # 1(12: 
- TOP 10 SCORES: 
OlCgClnislrc #l , s 1\. . ...,-= • 76: 
"':1--' 
--
Organi::;rr, #2'.:; P.ge: 645 
Orgzmi::;m #3'.:; n ............ ŸĚ 636 . ŸŸGĤĦĚ
Org;)nisIT, #4'::; n.-<= • 585 I. '';:j'-. 
Organi5m 1t5'c Age: 560 
Org0.ni5m #6'5 1\ge: 536 
Orgzmi::;m #7's ÖŸŰȘĚ: 522 
Organism #8's n.""'f'''''_ 52::; !\':1"" 0 
Organism # 9' 5 ŲŸŦŤĚ: 498 
Organism #10 I:::: n . ......-"'" • 495 1""::1'-"' 
Generation #103: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1'5 Age: 831 
Organisn: *:"s P.ge: 709 
Organi::;m #3'05 P.ge: 560 
Organism #4',5 }\ge: 511 
Orgzmism #5'.:; J\ge: 508 
Organism #6'5 1\ge: 4°< 
OrgarlisPl #7'.::; p.ge: 475 
Organisn ŸĮÍĦVĚ l\gc. : 425 
Orgcmism ĔŠGŸĚ,J P,gc: 4 0 1:. 
Organi::;m #10'.:; n.ge: 406 
Gcncratj.orL #lC4: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi5m #1'5 Age: 968 
Orgzlr:.isn1 #2'::; l\ge: 916 
Organi::;m #3'5 l\gc: 902 
Org3.niem #4'5 l\ge: 708 
Orgi'mism #5'5 p.ge: 584 
Organis:c, #6's l\ge: 564 
Orqani5I11 ŅÖGŸĚ' u p.ge: 521 
-
ÕŲŦŠŪÙJJĴŸHĚ H8's ŪŚȘĤŬXŸĚ• 514 
"':;1'-' 
Organi::;n #9'::; P,ge: 513 
Orgc.Eicrl #:8' !; n.""'f'.n • 512 I. "'::l '- • 
GeIleraticn #105 : 
TOP 10 SCOEES: 
Orgarli::;:Cl #' HŸĚ "D.ry"" • 1030 ŸĚ u 
"':;1'-" 
Orgar.isc, #2'5 l\ge: 783 
Organise, #3'5 1'1..'"'1'-' • 733 "'::1,-" 
Organi::;n #4 ' s n.,...."" • '707 "':;1'-" 
Organi::;n #5's n.,""""",, • 704 "'::tv. 
Orgar.i::;n #6'::; )'\ge: 582 
ÕŲŦŠŲĒÙŇŸŨĚ ĔŸGŸĚ }\ge: 576 
Organisn #2's .l'.ge: 514 
Organisn # 9' s .l'.ge: 427 
Organism ĔŸÕGŸŸĚ Age: 414 
GeneratIon #l06 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Orgarlism #l's Age: 971 
Organism #2's Age: 915 
OrgCirlism #3's Age: 716 
Organism #4's Age: 679 
Organism #5's Age: 621 
Organism #6's Age: 530 
Organism #7's Age: 518 
Organism #8's Age: 495 
Organism # 9' s Age: 440 
Organis", #10' ,; Age: ŸJGÏĚ
Genera.tion #1()7 : 
-. ':'OP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1'" Age: 767 
Organism #2's Age: 565 
Organism #3's Age: 544 
Organism #4's Age: 510 
Organis:rl #5's Age: 485 
Organism #6's Age: 482 
Organism #;'s Age: 480 
Organism #8'8 Age: 461 
Organism #9's Age: 430 
Organism #10' ,; Age: 415 
Generation #lCl8: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 910 
Organism ĔÌGŸĚL a Age: 774 
Orga:1isP1 #3'8 Age: 759 
Organisr:l #4's J\ge: 729 
OrganisP1 #5'8 Age: 670 
Organism #6's Age: 608 
Organism #7's Age: 602 
Organism #8's Age: 595 
Organism #9's Age: 553 
Organism #10' ,; Age: 509 
Ge:1eration #109: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #:'s Age: 1005 
Organism #2's Age: 832 
Organism #3's 1'.ge: 762 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸŨĚ #4's Age: 621 
Organism #5's Age: 554 
Organic;;> #6's Age: 518 
Organism ĔŸHŸĚ, 0 Age: 454 
Organism #8's Age: 434 
-
OrganiS"' #9's Age: 416 
Orgar,ism # 1 ÕGŸĴĚ Age: 388 
Generaticn #LO: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 738 
Orgar.ism #2's Age: 700 
Organism #3's Age: 514 
Orgar,ism #4's Age: 483 
Orgar,ism #5's Age: 480 
Organism #6's Age: 475 
Organism #7's Age: 445 
Organism #8'8 Age: 399 
Organism # 9' s Age: 398 
Organism #10'c; Age: 396 
Generation #111 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 669 
Organism #2's Age: 606 
OrganisP1 #3's Age: 592 
Organism #4's Age: 557 
Organism #5'8 Age: 517 
Organism #6's Age: 508 
Organism #7's .n.ge: 504 
Organism #8'[3 Age: 47Q 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVÜĚ#9's Age: 469 
Organism #10' [; Age: 449 
Generaticn #122: 
TOP :0 !::CORES: ,- Organism #l's Age: 858 
Organism #2's Age: 709 
Organism #3's Age: 652 
Organism #4's Age: 620 
Organism #5's Age: 590 
Organism #6's Age: 587 
Organism #7's Age: 488 
Organism #8's Age: 4C8 
Organism # 9' s Age: 400 
Organism #10'c; Age: 381 
Generation #l13: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 941 
Organism #2's Age: 875 
Organism #3's Age: 716 
Orgar.ism #4's Age: 630 
Organism #5's ]\.ge: 606 
Organis", #6's Age: 604 
Organism #7's ]\.ge: 465 
Organisn #8's ]\.ge: ÏĬŸĚ
Organis!"c #9's Age: 423 
Organisn # 10 ' ŸĴĚ ]\-,;e: 393 
Generation #L4: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn #1's Age: 705 
Organisn #2's Age: 664 
Organisn #3's Age: 585 
Organisn #4's Age: 576 
Organisn #5's ĻŸŸ·Ě"c. 511 
OrganisD #6's Age>: 470 
Organisn #;'s Age: 429 
Organisn ĔŌGŸĚU 0 Age: 413 
Organi3D #9's Age: 407 
-
Organisn #10' :; ]\.ge: 402 
Ger;eration #L5: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi8Fl. #1'8 Age: 933 
Organisn #2's Age: 676 
Organisn #3'8 Age>: 640 
Orgar;isr, #4's Age: 607 
Orgar;isn #5's Age: 594 
Orgar;ism #6's Age: 576 
Orgar;ism #7's Age: 533 
Organism #8's Age: 522 
Orgar;is", #9's Age: 491 
Organism #10' [; Age: 486 
Generation #116: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi 8"' #1'8 Age: 563 
Org<1:1i:;", #2'::; Age: 559 
Organism #3's Age: 547 
Organism #4's Age: 546 
Organism #5's Age: 523 
Organism #6's Age: 513 
Organisn' #7'8 Age: 476 
Organism #8's Age: 415 
Organism #9's Age: 400 
Organism #1 (]I,.-, Age: 392 
Generaticn #117: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 952 
-
Organism #2's Age: 6 0 " 
Organisr:l #3'8 Age: 574 
Organism #4's Age: 559 
Organism #5's Age: 513 
Organism #6's Age: 495 
Organism #7's ./\ge: 474 
Organism #8's Age: 472 
Organisr1 #9's Age: 470 
Organism #10'" Age: 465 
Generation #1 J.8: 
TOP :0 SCORES: 
Orgar,ism #l's Age: 1010 
Organism #2's Age: 931 
Organism #3'8 Age: 887 
Organism #4'8 Age: 757 
Organism #5's Age: 6 7 ' 
Organism #6's Age: 597 
Organisr1 #7's 7".ge: 507 
Organisr1 #8'8 Age: 494 
Organise1 #9's Age: 445 
Organisn #10 I ŸĨĚ ÖHŸŦŤĚ: 440 
Generation #L9: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organ:'sr:, #l's Age: 857 
Organism #2's Age: 850 
Organisro #3'8 Age: 768 
Organisf1 #4's Age: 697 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŲŸÒĚ #5's Age: 471 
Organisn #6's Age: 402 
Organisn #7' s Age: 391 
Organi3fc, #8'8 Age: 360 
Organisrc #9's Age: 357 
Organisf:, #10' :; Age: 347 
-- Generation #1;)0 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn #1'8 Age: 854 
Organisn #2'8 Age: 736 
Organisr1 #3'.3 Age: 602 
Organisn #4's Age: 588 
OrganisT, #5's Age: 579 
Organism #6's Age: 559 
Organism #7's Age: 499 
Organism #8's Age: 480 
Organism # 9' s Age: 47< 
Organism #10' ,; Age: 457 
Generation # 1 ŸJŨJĚ
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1'8 Age: 863 
Organism #2'8 Age: 843 
Organism #3's Age: 808 
Organism #4'8 Age: 805 
Organism #5's Age: 759 
Organism #6's Age: 699 
Organism #7'8 Age: 604 
Organi3m #8's Age: 536 
Organism #9's Age: 529 
Organism #1 (l r,... Age: 501 
Generation #1=:2 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisr:1 #l's Age: 742 
Organism #2'$ Age: 739 
-
Organism #3'8 Age: 725 
Organism #4's Age: 592 
Organi3rc ĔĒGŸĚŸĚ Age: 567 
Organ sm #6'8 Age: 566 
Organ 8m #7'3 Age: 545 
Organ 3m #8'8 Age: 509 
Organ 8m #9's Age: 449 
Organ SI;1 #10' ,; Age: 442 
Gener3tlon #123: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 830 
Organism #2's Age: 815 
Organism #3'8 Age: 767 
OrganisT, #4'8 Age: 710 
Organisn #5's Age: 687 
Organisn #6's Age: 657 
Organisn #7's Age: 652 
Organisn #8's Age: 583 
Organisn #9's Age: 547 
Organisn # 1 ÕGŸĴĚ Age: 4 Q ' 
Generation #1;)4 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 594 
Organism #2's Age: 581 
Orgdnisrn. #3's Age: 548 
Organism #4'8 Age: 513 
Organism #5's Age: 487 
Organism #6's Age: 459 
Organism #7's Age: 413 
Organism #8's Age: 406 
Organism # 9' s Age: 389 
Organism #10' :; Age: 384 
,- ŇŤŪŤŲŠWŸŬŪĚ#1:'5: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1002 
Organism #2's Age: 980 
Organism #3'8 Age: 845 
Organism #4's Age: 730 
Organism #5's Age: 629 
Organism #6's Age: 599 
Organism #7'8 Age: 552 
Organi Sri', #.3's LD..ge: 516 
Organisrr, # 9' s Age: 477 
Organisrr, #10':; ,n,ge: 462 
Ger.eration #126 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisn #l's Age: 737 
Orgar,isn #2's Age: 648 
Organisrn #3'8 Age: 629 
Organis", #4's Age: 625 
Organism #5's Age: 606 
Organism #6's Age: 595 
Organism #7'3 Age: 565 
Organism #8'3 Age: 549 
Organism #9 I S Age: 501 
Organism #10' :c, Age: 467 
Generation #1;'7 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 892 
Organisn, #2'3 Age: 814 
Organism #3'8 Age: 796 
-
Organism #4's Age: 713 
Organism #5's Age: 674 
Orgar.ism #6's Age: 603 
Organism #7's Age: 472 
Organism #8's Age: 454 
Organism # 9' s Age: 421 
Organism #10' c: Age: 385 
Gene.:-ation #128: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1012 
Organism #2's Age: 754 
Organism #3's Age: 739 
Organism #4's Age: 631 
Organism #5's l\g8 : 610 
Organism #6'8 Age: 589 
Organism #7's Age: 575 
Organism #8's Age: 558 
Organism # 9' s 7\ge: 545 
Organisrr: #10' E 11.ge: 544 
ŇŤŪŤŲŠWÙŬŸŨĚ #129: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVŲŲĦĚ #l's 7\ge: 977 
Organisrr. ĔGĞGŸĚŸĚ 0 Age: 959 
Organism #3's Age: 873 
Organism #4's 7\ge: 783 
Organism #5's Age: 708 
Organism #6's Age: 625 
Organism #'7'8 11.g2: 571 
Organism #8'8 Age: 536 
Orgar,ism # 9' s Age: 514 
Organism #:O's 7\ge: 471 
Generation #130: 
-.. 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
OrganisTI' #1'8 Age: 1004 
OrganisIT #2's Age: 9' h 
OrgaClis1C1 ĔŸŅKĒĒĚ,J ŸĚ /\ge: 854 
Organis1C1 #4's Age: 714 
Organis1C1 #5's Age: 670 
Organism #6's Age: 645 
Organism #7's .I\ge: 626 
Organism #8's Age: 603 
Organism #9's Age: 599 
Organism #10' 8 Age: 555 
Generaticn #131 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1017 
Organis1C1 #2'8 Age: 863 
Organism #3's Age: 752 
Organism #4's Age: 628 
Organism #5's Age: 626 
Organism #6'8 Age: 603 
Organisrc #7'8 Age: 587 
Organism #8's Age: 571 
Organism # 9' s .I\ge: 567 
Organi8:n #1 r\, <"" ŸẂĚ ŸĚ Age: 528 
Generati:)n #1 ŸĚ'). 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1'8 .I\ge: 1009 
Organism #2'8 Age: 1006 
Organism #3'8 Age: 987 
Organism #4's ,n..ge: 738 
-
Organism #"'0 Age: 517 
Organism #6'8 .'\ge: 515 
Organism #7'8 ŸŸŸŦŤĚ: 502 
Organism #8's l\ge: 492 
Organism #0'0 Age: 491 
Organism #1 (II C' l\ge: 472 
Generation #1::,3: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #' r c ]:! .. ge: 1051 
Organism #2'8 l'.ge: 860 
Organism ĔŸGĿGĚ l'.ge: 833 
Organism #4's l'.ge: 709 
Organism #"'0 ,n,ge: 594 
Organism #6's ,n.ge: 556 
Organism #7's l'.ge: 536 
Organism #"'0 .".ge: 536 
Organism #Q1c l'.ge: 534 
Organism #10' E; l'.ge: 5<)0 
Ger.eration #134: 
TOP 10 SCOP.ES: 
Organism #1 'C' .".ge: 985 
Organism #2'5 l'.ge: 841 
Organism #""0 l\ge: 799 
Organism #4' s !lor .. :: •• 787 
"':1'-" 
Organism #5's l'.ge: 722 
Organism #6's 1'.1,,0- 675 
"'::1'-" 
Organism #7's ."Ige: 618 
Organism #8's l\ge: 556 
Organism #Q'o P ... ge: 556 
Organism #10'.=; Age: 452 
Generation #Li5: 
,- TOP 10 ':::!COEES: 
Organism #l's Age: 939 
Organis::n #0'0 ll.,......o· 864 "'::J--" 
Organism #<'0 l'.ge: 858 
Orgar.ism #4's Age: 675 
Organism #r:..rc .".ge: 565 
Organism #6's Age: 523 
Organism #7's Age: 523 
Organism #Q1c .".ge: 4 98 
Organism # 9' s ."Ige: 4 67 
Organism #10's l\.ge: 455 
Genera:::ion #136: 
ŸÕÖĚ10 SCOP.ES: 
Organism #l's ,n,ge: 1040 
Organism #7'0 ."Ige: 926 
Organism #3's P,ge: 839 
Organis[T, #4's n"c:.- 768 
"'::1'-" 
Organism #5's .".ge: 741 
Organism #6's F.ge: 705 
Organism #7'0 ."'.ge: 551 
OrgaLisrr, #Q'c n ... ",,· 542 ''-'::1'-. 
Organisrr #9' s Age: 534 
Organisrr #10's ,"Ige: 472 
Generation #137: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1032 
Organisrr ĔGĞGŸĚ ."Ige: 1004 
Organism #-::.:.rc Age: 700 
Organism #4's P',-ge: 681 
Organism #c:..'c n ... =· 613 ''-'::1'-. 
-
Organism #6's Age: 611 
Organism #7's Age: 584 
Organism #8's Age: 562 
Organisrr, #o'c " ŸĚ .In.ge: 522 
Organisrr, #10' E l\ge: 510 
Generation #' CQ. 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1 I C' l\ge: 1018 
Organism #0'0 l\ge: 1008 
Organism #<'c n",=4 687 ŸĚ ŸĚ • '';:l'-. 
Organism #4's Age: 672 
Organism ĔŸGŬĚ P.ge: 593 
Organism #6's Age: 508 
Organism #7's l\ge: 495 
Organism #"'0 ŸĚ ŸĚ l\ge: 492 
Organism #0'0 l',ge: 489 
flrrf-:l,.,-i err, #10'.= j",ge: 478 '-"-'--':j-'".l--'--"--,Hl 
Generation #1:',9 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #' '0 l\ge: 1004 
Organism #?'o ŸĚ ŸĚ Age: 827 
Organism #3's ,lI,ge: 8C2 
Organism #4's l',ge: 797 
Organism #5's P·.ge: 662 
Organism #6's Age: 624 
Organism #"c , ŸĚ Age: 598 
Organism #"'0 ŸĚ ŸĚ Age: 543 
Organism #o'c ,lI,ge: 481 
Organism #10' E ?ge: 411 
Generation #140: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organi.srr, #l's Age: 854 
Organism #2'8 ,lI.ge: 838 
Organism #":i.lc ŸĚ ŸĚ j".ge: 788 
Organism #4's ,n.ge: 721 
Organism #"'c 11.ge: 71: 
Organism #6's i'.ge: 575 
Organisrr, #7's Age: 543 
Organisfc #"'c ŸĚ ŸĚ 11,.,=· 528 '''':;1'-. 
Orgar"isrr #0'0 .. n,.ge: 511 
Organisrr #10's P',ge: 480 
Generatior. #141: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #' I C' ŸĚ ŸĚ .P·.ge: 894 
Organism #0'c l\ge: 852 
Organism #<'c l\ge: 755 
Organism #4's .n.ge: 586 
Organism #5's ,n .. ge: 585 
Organism #6's Age: 575 
Organism #7's .n.ge: 509 
Organism #Q1c ,n',ge: 479 
Organism #9'8 ,n,ge: 438 
Organism #1 n I c }'.ge: 413 
Generation #142: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Org3:1ism #1 's Age: 744 
Organism #')'c- ,z\ge: 682 
Organism #<'c HŸĚ ŸĚ ,z\ge: 679 
Organism #4' s Age: 564 
Organism #5's P.ge: 519 
Organism #6's P·.ge: 518 
-
Organism #7's '\ge: 516 
Organism #8'8 l\ge: 488 
Organism #arc ,n,ge: 459 
-Organism #lO's Age: 382 
Generation #143: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1'8 Age: 880 
Organism #2's l'.ge: 647 
Organism #3's l'.ge: 644 
Organism #4's "D.rro· '''':;1,,--, 575 
Organism #5's Age: 523 
Organism #6's nrlO- 505 
"':;1'-''' 
Organism #7's Age: 50l 
Organism #8's Age: 480 
ÕŲŦŠŪŸVÜĚ #Q1c ,1l.ge: 476 
Organism #10' .:; l'.ge: 451 
Generation #1'14: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #' Ie ,1l.ge: 863 
Organism #2'8 Age: 770 
Organism #3's Age: 731 
Organism # ŸĚ 'c l\ge: 611 
rlrrf::>n;Cl1'l #h.IC Age: 540 "-"-"--'::j'--'-'L..L.o.Jill 
Organism #6's Age: 496 
Organise1 #7's }l"ge: 489 
Organisn #"'0 nne.- 470 "':3'-. 
Organisn #Q'o P.ge: 469 
Organisn ĔŨÕGŸŸĚ l\ge: 451 
Generation #145: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #' '0 l\ge: 937 
Organisrr, #2'8 l\ge: 915 
Organisrr. #3's i'\ge: 841 
Organism #4's i'\ge: 780 
Organism #;;'c ŪŲŲȘLŸĚ 718 
"':::1'-" 
Organi srn #6's l\ge: 697 
Organism #7's ,n.ge: 672 
Organism #P'c i'\ge: 589 
Organism #0'0 Age: 578 
Organism #' n' c n"o· 558 
"'::/'--" 
Generat=-on #146: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1010 
Organism #0'0 ,1l.ge: 947 
Organism #3's P.ge: 873 
Organism #4's Age: 793 
Organism #5's Age: 619 
Organism #6's ,n.ge: 528 
Organism #7'8 n"C." 434 "'::l'-o 
Organism #Q'o nrrc." 433 "'::1'--
Organism #o'c ,n.ge: 347 
Organism #10'8 ,",ge: 347 
Generation #147: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's ,",ge: 1046 
Organisrn #2's P.ge: 1029 
Organisr:1 #3's ,",ge: 674 
OrganiSf:1 #4's nrfO' £I.':::t'---" 619 
Organisn #5's Age: 488 
Organisn #6's ,1l,ge: 485 
Organisr,l #7's ,",ge: 474 
.- OrganiSl'l #8's J'.ge: 434 
Organism #Q'o n"O" 400 "';:1'-" 
ÕŲŦŠŪÙVŸÍĚ #" '1' <' ll.ge: 396 
- Generation #148: 
TOP 10 SCOF.ES: 
Organism #l's Age: 932 
Organism #2'5 Age: 835 
Organism #3's Age: 702 
Organism #4's Age: 678 
Organism #5's Age: 593 
Organism #6's Age: 571 
Organism #7's Age: 540 
Organism #8's Age: 526 
Organism #9's Age: 412 
OrgaLism # 1 0' E; Age: 373 
Generat::cn #1 ŸĚ9: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 977 
Organism #2's Age: 861 
Organism #3's Age: 707 
Organism #4' s Age: 694 
Organism #5's Age: 619 
Organism #6's Age: 588 
Organism #7's l\ge: 540 
Organism #8's Age: 517 
Organism #9's Age: 513 
Organism #10'8 Age: 486 
Generation #150: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 764 
Organism #2's Age: 703 
-. Organism #3's Age: 691 
Organism #4's Age: 655 
Organism #5's Age: 650 
Organism #6's Age: 650 
Organisr1 #7's Age: 594 
Organisr1 #8's Age: 542 
Organism # 9' s Age: 491 
Organisn #10'8 Age: 486 
Generatj.or: #: ŸĞÍJĚ
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 751 
Organism #2's Age: 637 
Organisr1 #3's Age: 629 
Organism #4's Age: 616 
Organisr1 #5's Age: 592 
Organisr1 #6' s Age: 585 
Organism #7's Age: 483 
Organism #8's Age: 450 
Organism #9's Age: 427 
Organism #10's Age: 411 
Generation #152: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 801 
Organism #2'5 Age: 621 
Organism #3's l\ge: 604 
Organism #4's }\ge: 555 
Organisn', #5's Age: 461 
Organism #6's Age: 443 
Organism #7' s Age: 440 
Organism #8's Age: 433 
-
Organism #9's Age: 432 
Organism #10'8 Age: 419 
,-... Generation #153: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 688 
Organism #2's Age: 580 
Organism #3's Age: 505 
Organism #4's Age: 504 
Organism #5's Age: 504 
Organism #6's Age: 452 
Organism #7's l'lge: 439 
Organism #8's Age: 423 
Organism # 9' s Age: 401 
Organism #10's Age: 398 
Generation #154: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #1's Age: 840 
Organism #2's Age: 815 
Organism #3's Age: 661 
Organism #4's Age: 592 
Organism #5's Age: 580 
Organism #6's Age: 539 
Organism #7's l\.ge: 538 
Organism #8's .l\.ge: 532 
Organism # 9' s Age: 524 
Organism #10' s Age: 460 
Generation #155 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1018 
Organism #2's Age: 779 
Organism #3's Age: 692 
,- Organism #4's j\ge: 618 
Organism #5's Age: 434 
Organism #6's Age: 426 
Organism #7's !\ge: 411 
Organism #8's !\ge: 407 
Organism #9's !\ge: 386 
Organism #10's Age: 369 
Generation #156 : 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's l\ge: 831 
Organism #2's l\ge: 809 
Organism #3's l'\ge: 305 
Organism #4's l'\ge: 792 
Organism #5's F .. ge: 785 
Organism #6's Age: 732 
Organism #7's P.ge: ,597 
Organism #8's Age: ,552 
Organism # 9' s P,ge: 591 
Organism #10's Age: 521 
Generation #157: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: fl46 
Organism #2's Age: 506 
Organism #3's Age: '.88 
Organism #4' s Age: '84 
Organism #5's Age: .-,; 52 
Organism #6's AJe: q3 
Organism #7's A::je: 419 
Organism #8's Age: 401 
Organism # 9' s Age : ::95 
ŸĚ Organism #10's Age: 381 
Generation 11158: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 852 
Organism #2's Age: 841 
Organism #3's Age: 808 
Organism #4's Age: 756 
Organism #5's Age: 735 
Organism #6's Age: 663 
Organism #7's Age: 656 
Organism #8's Age: 635 
Organism #9's Age: 631 
Organism #10's Age: 625 
Generation #159: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1007 
Organism #2'8 Age: 1005 
Organism #3's Age: 930 
Organisrr #4's Age: 699 
Organism #5's Age: 645 
Organisrr #6's Age: 573 
Organisrr. #7's Age: 569 
Organisrr. #8's Age: 489 
Organisrr' #9's Age: 486 
Organisrr. #10'8 Age: 454 
Generation #1E0: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organisrr. #1'8 Age: 1013 
Organisrr #2's Age: 879 
Organisrr. #3's Age: 813 
Organisrr. #4's Age: 694 
'-, Organisrr. #5's Age: 646 
Organisrr: #6's Age: 642 
Organism #7's Age: 594 
Organisrr: #8's Age: 579 
Organism #9's Age: 549 
Organisrr: #10's Age: 538 
Generation #428: 
TOP 10 SCORES: 
Organism #l's Age: 1053 
Organism #2's Age: 1048 
Organism #3's Age: 1030 
Organism #4's Age: 1026 
Organism #5's Age: 1020 
Organism #6's Age: 1019 
Organism #7's Age: 1006 
Organism #8's Age: 1004 
Organism #9's Age: 1003 
Organism #10's Age: 927 
